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Abstract
This paper will review results and discuss a new method to address the deployment
and management of a satellite constellation. The first two chapters will explorer the use
of small satellites, and some of the advances in technology that have enabled small
spacecraft to maintain modern performance requirements in incredibly small packages.
The third chapter will address the multiple-objective optimization problem for a
global persistent coverage constellation of communications spacecraft in Low Earth
Orbit. A genetic algorithm was implemented in MATLAB to explore the design space –
288 trillion possibilities – utilizing the Satellite Tool Kit (STK) software developers kit.
STK and MATLAB autonomously develop and analyze a variety of constellations by
permutating altitude, inclination, number of satellites, number of planes, and Right
Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN). The coverage of these constellations was
calculated and evaluated utilizing a parametrically driven cost and revenue generation
model to determine the most profitable constellation configuration.
The fourth chapter will discuss a novel method to address the optimization problem
of ground station placement; enabling continuous communication with the mega
constellation defined in the third chapter. A genetic algorithm implemented in MATLAB
explored the globe utilizing Satellite Tool Kit to determining the optimal number of
ground stations and their placement – considering local infrastructure available and the
ii

constellation connectivity during a 24-hour period. A new revenue-based fitness function
evaluated these parameters and the potential revenue to determine the most lucrative
configuration.
The final chapter will utilize the deep reinforcement learning algorithm Proximal
Policy Optimization (PPO2) on a custom spacecraft build and loss model, to determine if
an AI can learn to monitor the health of a constellation of satellites and develop an
optimal replacement strategy. A custom environment was created to simulate how
spacecraft are built, launched, generate revenue, and finally decay. The reinforcement
learning agent successfully learned an optimal policy for two models, a simplified model
where the cost of the actions was not considered, and an advanced model where cost was
included as a major element. In both models the AI monitored the constellations and
took multiple strategic and tactical actions to replace satellites to maintain constellation
performance – ensuring there was never a shortage of satellites.
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Industry Overview
A satellite is defined as “an artificial body placed in orbit around the earth, moon, or
another planet in order to collect information or for communication (Oxford Living
Dictionaries n.d.).” To set the stage in which small satellites operate we must first
examine the classifications of small satellites. Table 1 shows how satellites are
categorized by their weight. The satellite weight classification comes from the widely
accepted Sweeting publication. (N. 1992) While there are several classifications of
satellites, the focus of this paper will be satellites less than 500 Kg deemed “Small
Satellites”.
Small satellites in the nano satellite classification can be further broken down by
volume. 1U is a 1 unit cube sat with a 10 cm3 volume and maximum mass of 1 kg.
(California Polytechnic State University 2014) This unit can be extended to a 2U cube
sat of 10 cm x 10 cm x 20 cm and maximum mass of 2 kg; these classifications can be
seen in Table 2. This concept was initially proposed by Robert Twiggs during the
University Space Systems Symposium in November of 1999. An important note is that
while a max weight is prescribed as part of the cube sat definition it is not a stringent
requirement.
Utilizing data found in the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) satellite database,
the weight distribution for satellites launched from 2006 to 2016. (Union of Concerned
1

Scientists 2016) As seen in Figure 1, 47% of all satellites launched were large satellites
or satellites over 1000 kg. These satellites are typically high throughput communication,
navigation, and earth observation satellites. Communication satellites are usually
stationed in a Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO); however, the navigation and earth
observation satellites can be found in various orbits. Medium sized satellites in the 5001000 kg range are usually a mix of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) satellites with a variety of missions: communications, earth observation,
navigation, space science, and technology development.
The small satellites launched to date are almost always placed in LEO, most of which
fall into Sun-Synchronous and Non-Polar Inclined orbits as seen in Figure 2. A Sun
Synchronous orbit is the most popular for small satellites as it places the satellite in
constant sunlight. This is convenient for satellites that image earth in visible wavelengths
and allows for simpler power subsystems. Additionally, LEO provides the lowest $/kg
delivered to orbit.
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Table 1: Satellite Weight Classification
Satellite Classification (N., 1992)

Mass (Kg)

Large Satellite

>1000

Medium Satellite

500 to 1000

Mini Satellite

100 to 500

Micro Satellite (Cube Sat)

10 to 100

Nano Satellite

1 to 10

Table 2: Cube Satellite Classification
CubeSat

Mass
Size (max)

Designation

(max)

1U

10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

1 kg

2U

10 cm x 10 cm x 20 cm

2 kg

3U

10 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm

3 kg

6U

10 cm x 20 cm x 30 cm

6 kg
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Figure 1: Satellite Weight Classification (2006-2016)
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Figure 2: Small Satellite Orbits
The number of small satellite launches is typically dominated by the United States
who has launched over 201 small satellites, as seen in Figure 3. These launches include
commercial, defense, scientific, and university programs. While the US makes up 40%,
the rest of the list is comprised of various countries strengthening their space programs or
4

developing them. Figure 4, shows the number of small satellites launched each year from
2000 to 2016. During this time, small satellites have seen an increase of almost 100% –
2016 alone saw the launch of 92 small satellites.
OneWeb, previously known as WorldVu, has set their sights on a LEO constellation
that will provide global broadband internet. With backers such as Google, Virgin
Galactic, Arianespace, and SoftBank; OneWeb plans to launch a constellation of 648
satellites for global coverage. (Henry 2017), (Selding 2014), (Boyle 2015) SpaceX is also
looking at a LEO constellation of satellites to provide continuous communication
coverage of the earth. In 2015 SpaceX submitted a filing with the FCC for two 400 kg
satellites to test RF characteristics and link throughput (Space Exploration Technologies
2015). Recently, SpaceX gave the Senate Commerce Committee an update saying it is
planning to launch 4,425 satellites into LEO starting in 2019, with an additional 7,500 at
an altitude of 335km (Brodkin 2017), (Space Exploration Technologies 2016). With
companies such as OneWeb and SpaceX predicting thousands of launches to develop
global internet coverage the small satellite market seems to be exploding.
The greatest push for small satellites is currently in communications constellations
and earth observation, but small satellites have filled a variety of missions in the past.
Figure 5, shows the various uses for small satellites in previous launches. This data shows
that 35% of all small satellite missions have been comprised of earth observation
missions such as optical imaging, radar imaging, and earth science. Communications and
technology development making up the next largest segments. Space science such as
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space weather make up 32 launches. The final category, other, is satellites that were dual
purpose such as earth observation and communications.
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Figure 3: Satellite Launches by Country

Figure 4: Small Satellite Launches by Year
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Figure 5: Small Satellite Missions
Figure 6 shows the spacecraft weight and GSD of panchromatic and multi-spectral
images over several years. It can be seen that a spacecraft’s weight grows as GSD
decreased through various generations of spacecraft. Additionally, this chart shows that
in 2016 small spacecraft, less than 500kg, were able to achieve similar GSD to spacecraft
weighing in 7 times higher. Details on these small satellites will be discussed in Recent
Small Satellite Launches and Their Missions.
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Figure 6: Earth Observation Spacecraft Through the Years
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Recent Small Satellite Launches and Their Missions
Nano Satellites
2016 saw the launch of 58 Nano Satellites in the range of 1 – 10 kg; 44 of which were
commercial launches by Planet Labs. These Nano satellites are earth observation
satellites that were launched into various LEOs; additionally, all other launches in this
mass range were to LEO. Besides the earth observation satellites, many of the satellites
were launched to test cutting edge technology. The Earth Observation Portal was
extremely valuable in gathering the following information on Nano, Micro, and Mini
Satellites.
An in depth look at the Planet Lab Dove flocks will be discussed. Great efforts have
been made to ensure this data is current; however, due to Planet Labs start up approach
they have been able to make several iterations in what the space industry would consider
an extremely short amount of time. They claim to have made 12 full satellite iterations
over 3 years.
Planet Labs – Dove Flocks 2P, 2E, 2EP
Planet Labs is a startup, out of Sunnyvale California, interested in the acquisition of
earth imagery. They have named their CubeSats Doves. Each Dove is a 3U satellite that
uses non-space rated commercial off the shelf parts in its construction. A flock consists of
a group of Doves that were deployed simultaneously. (Planet Labs 2015) The anticipated
9

life for a Dove depends on its orbit. A Dove at 420 km is expected to last one year while
a dove at 475 km is expected to last 2-3 years.
The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) also changes with altitude. The GSD is a
measure of imagery resolution — where a GSD of 2m means that one pixel in the image
represents 2m on the ground or 4m2. A Dove at 420km can expect a GSD of 2.7-3.2m
while a dove at 475km will see a GSD of 3.7 – 4.9m. Doves can contain various imagery
sensors and optical setups. The PS0 generation consists of a 2 element Maksutov
Cassegrain optical system with a 11MP CCD sensor. (Planet Labs 2015) Similarly, the
PS1 generation features the same optical system; however, it is aligned and mounted in
an isolated enclosure—this isolates the optical system from the Attitude Determination
and Control System (ADCS) which consists of active components such as reaction
wheels which create disturbances. The final setup is the PS2 which features a 5-element
optical system with wider field of view and superior image quality. Additionally, the PS2
has a 29MP CCD sensor.
While the Doves do not contain a propulsion system they still need the ability to
overcome differences in their orbits – to maintain the delicate chorography required in a
continuous coverage constellation. To do this the Doves use atmospheric drag. Doves are
in a low enough orbit that they can use their attitude to increase or decrease their ballistic
coefficient – thus increasing and decreasing their drag. (Foster, Hallam and Mason 2015)
Doves cannot provide any additional thrust so they are limited to controlling their drag
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until they are the same speed as the fastest satellite – trading their orbit potential energy
for additional speed at a lower orbit.
Not only do Doves need to control their attitude to control their speed, but they also
need to maintain proper orientation of the spacecraft and camera relative to earth. This is
achieved using star trackers and magnetometers for orientation determination, and
magnetic torquers and reaction wheels for attitude adjustments.
Communications is achieved over several frequencies. Space to earth transmission of
telemetry data and compressed jpeg’s is over the high-speed X-band link (8133 and 8200
MHz). (Safyan 2015) Command and control data is delivered over S-Band (2056 MHz).
There is also a backup Telemetry Tracking and Control downlink and uplink at 401.3
MHz and 450.0 MHz respectively.
Power is stored in 8 Lithium-ion cells providing 20Ah of capacity. These cells are
charged by deployable Triangular Advanced Solar Cells (TASC). The solar panels are
spring-loaded and deployed via burn wires. A Dove with deployed solar panels can be
seen in Figure 7. Additionally, this figure also shows the novel deployment mechanism of
the communications antennas. This deployment mechanism protects the optics from
foreign object debris (FOD) during launch, but once deployed allows the optical payload
and communication payload to point towards earth. Additionally, it does not take any
real-estate from the solar arrays which wrap around the body during launch.

11

Figure 7: Planet Lab Dove (Safyan 2015)
Los Alamos National Laboratories – Prometheus
Prometheus 2.1 and 2.2 were launched in 2016 as secondary payloads to the
WorldView4 launch in a sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 500km. Constructed and
operated by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), these two satellites were created
for technology demonstrations. The Prometheus series was constructed to demonstrate
the ability to rapidly build a low-cost satellite as well as demonstrate tactically important
communications features such as encryption and communications in highly contested
environments. Prometheus 2.1 and 2.2 are an update to the Block 1 satellites and consist
of larger solar arrays, a GPS sensor, a star field sensor, and an updated design of the
deployable helix antenna. (Dallmann 2015) The Block 2 satellite with deployed helix
antenna and solar panels can be seen in Figure 8. One of the major updates to Block 2
was the ability to host a payload. Prometheus being a 1.5U satellite, allows for a 1.5U
payload to be added extending the satellite to 3U. 3U is significant in that it is the most
common size of CubeSat dispensers.
Prometheus was designed with modularity in mind. Figure 9 shows the Prometheus
structure and modularity. The top stack in Prometheus contains the analog processing
12

system and deployable antenna. This system is responsible for both
transmitting/receiving communications and contains the necessary digital converters. The
modularity of this system allows Prometheus to change carrier frequencies for future
missions by simply swapping this module. There are two antennas on the spacecraft that
are individually fed by two software defined radios. The first is a helical high gain
directional antenna, and the other is a low gain isotropic crossed dipole antenna.
The next module in the stack is the software defined radio module. This module is
fully reprogrammable on-orbit, allowing for LANL to make updates extending the life of
the spacecraft. The data rate is automatically adjusted based on the signal strength
allowing for low rate communications in challenged environments. Prometheus being
designed for weak signals has optimized the SDR for low signal to noise ratios.
Attitude is determined using models of the earth’s magnetic field, sun sensors, a gyro,
and in the case of Block 2 the newly added star field sensor. This system calculates the
satellites attitude and feeds this information to the control system which commands the
reaction wheels and three orthogonal torque rods. The attitude determination and control
system module can be seen in Figure 10.
In terms of manufacturing, Block 2 leverages lessons learned from Block 1. Block 2
utilized connectors and flex circuits wherever possible – greatly reducing the touch labor
of soldering connectors. Metal structural components were manufactured using high
speed machining. All plastic components were 3D printed utilizing fused deposition
modeling (FDM) and a low out gassing material.
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Figure 8: Prometheus Block 2 with Deployed Antenna (Dallmann 2015)

Figure 9: Prometheus Block 1 Structure (Dallmann 2015)
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Figure 10: Prometheus Block 1 ADCS (Dallmann 2015)
AAUSAT-4
Aalborg University CubeSat 4 is a cube sat developed by a student team with an
Automated Identification System (AIS) receiver. This system is used by sea vessels to
send and receive messages at 162Mhz containing identification, position, course, and
speed information. (Space Flight 101 n.d.) This system is typically used locally, but a
satellite could conceivably detect these signals and relay them to a ground station for
wider distribution.
AAUSAT-4 is a 1U CubeSat with an aluminum structure containing printed circuit
boards. It utilizes body mounted solar panels which store power in a 2.2Ah Li-Ion
battery. The ADCS utilizes magnetic torquers to achieve 3-axis stabilization from data
received from a three-axis gyro and magnetometer. The CubeSat utilizes a UHF radio at
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437.425Mhz to downlink data it has gathered from sea vessels. (Aalborg University
CubeSat 4 Student Team n.d.)
Aerospace Corp. AeroCube 8C & 8D
Over the last 18 years the Aerospace Corporation has developed and launched several
small satellites for technology development. The most recent launches include AeroCube
8C and 8D. These two spacecraft are demonstrating scalable ion-electrospray thrusters, as
well as measuring the IV curves for 4-junction IMM solar cells and 5-junction SBT cells.
Additionally, these spacecraft are exploring Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) harnesses and
evaluating CNT radiation-shielding material. (Welle and Hinkley 2016)
Due to the extremely limited mass and volume of CubeSats, typical mono-propellant
and bi-propellant thrust systems are out of reach. Electrospray thrusters accelerate
charged particles through an electric field. These thrusters are capable of high
efficiencies; however, suffer from low total thrust. This makes them ideal for thrust over
long periods of time, but incapable of instantaneous high thrust maneuvers.
Multi-junction solar cells are cells made with several semiconductor materials. The
various materials respond to different wavelengths of light. This allows the overall panel
to absorb a larger rage of wavelengths and thus improves the efficiency of the panel. Lab
tests currently show 4 junction cells to be capable of 46% efficient. (Dimroth, et al. 2016)
Carbon Nanotubes have been explored as a method of protecting harnesses and other
electronic equipment from electromagnetic interference. Additionally, CNTs show
promising characteristics of protecting crew and equipment from the harmful effects of

16

radiation. Single-wall CNT coated with an electrically conducting polymer have been
seen to dissipate some incoming radiation. (McKary and Chen 2012)
SAMSAT-218D
SAMSAT-218D is a technology demonstration CubeSat developed by Samara State
Aerospace University in Russia. It was developed to examine the potential use of
aerodynamic stabilization. This 3U CubeSat consisted of body-mounted solar panels and
communicates in the amateur VHF and UHF bands at 145 and 435MHZ. Figure 11
shows the internals of SAMSAT-218D. The top two decks, in the picture, consist of 8
batteries. The wires coming from the top deck most likely are connected to the solar
panels mounted on the body – not shown. Interestingly, the other two decks are PCB
boards that utilize through pin headers and are connected to the next panel with male to
male header pins. The structure utilizes spacers to separate the different decks. It is
unclear if a single bolt traverses the entire assembly or if the spacers thread into each
other.

Figure 11: SAMSAT-218D Internal Picture (SpaceFlight101 n.d.)
17

Swayam
Swayam is a university 1U cube sat developed by students at the College of
Engineering Pune in India. This technology demonstration satellite consisted of a small
communication payload which records a transmission and repeat it to another area on
earth. Swayam utilized a Passive Magnetic Attitude Control (PMAC) system which uses
permanent magnets and hysteresis rods to stabilize the spacecraft. This approach needs
no power unlike magnetic torque rods and reaction wheels, but is less accurate. With this
method permanent magnets are mounted to the nadir and/or zenith decks which create the
greatest moment to alight the satellite with earth’s magnetic field. Hysteresis rods are
ferromagnetic rods which adjust their atomic dipoles to align with a magnetic field – in
this case earth’s magnetic field. This creates a damping effect on the satellites pointing
response, as these rods take time to adjust their magnetic fields to that of earths. This
slows or eliminates the oscillation that would occur at the energy minimum.
Ravan
RAVAN is a technology demonstration 3U CubeSat developed by Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory. This satellite will measure Earth’s radiation. It uses a small
radiometer developed at L-1 Standards and Technology that detects radiation from
ultraviolet to far infrared. This sensor utilizes a field of vertical carbon nanotubes that act
as the light absorbers.
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Figure 12: RAVAN (Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory 2013)
CELTEE 1
CubeSat Enhanced Locator Transponder Evaluation Experiment 1 is an Air Force
Research Lab CubeSat developed to test the M42 Techs Enhanced Location Transponder.
This transponder allows tracking and orbit determination of satellites. This mission will
only last 3-6 months in the 500km orbit it is launched into. The satellite can be seen in
Figure 13, the body appears to be made of machine metal – most likely aluminum, and
hosts 2 ceramic panel antennas. No solar panels are immediately visible, but may not be
necessary for the short mission duration.
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Figure 13: CELTEE (Gunter's Space Page 2018)
PISAT
PISAT is an earth observation satellite built by the Research and Innovation
Laboratory of the Institute of Technology in Bangalore India. It will capture images of
earth using a CMOS multispectral camera with a GSD of ~80m. The spacecraft can be
seen in Figure 14, the image shows body mounted solar panels, and a machined metal
body. Additionally, the lens of the camera is seen protruding from the center of one of the
body panels. It is flanked by two white panels which may be ceramic antennas, but are
oddly mounted with a single screw.
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Figure 14: PISAT (Wikimedia Commons contributors 2018)
AISat-1N
AISat-1N is an Algerian 3U CubeSat, hosting 3 UK payloads. This CubeSat utilizes a
UHF Downlink, at 437.646 MHz, to allow for any amateur radio enthusiast to receive
data from the satellite and upload it to the designers. The designers choose to heavily
utilize commercial off the shelf components to keep costs as low as possible. The
spacecraft utilized a Copper-Beryllium tape form antenna – seen in Figure 15.
The first payload is a deployable boom mechanism. It is a 1.5m rolled composite
which deploys a lightweight magnetic sensor and a radiation sensing field effect
transistor. The second payload is an imaging payload which consists of a Sapphire
CMOS sensor. The third and final payload is a thin film solar cell. This is an ultra-thin
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flexible glass cover that acts as both the substrate and radiation protection for the solar
cell. The payload measures the current and voltage response of the solar cell.

Figure 15: AISat-1N Deployed Copper-Beryllium Tape Antenna (AISAT-1N Team
2016)
Horyu-4
Horyu 4 is a Japanese technology development satellite weighing approximately 10kg
– seen in Figure 16. This satellite had four missions: acquire on orbit data of discharge
occurring on high voltage solar arrays, obtain images of arcing, advance knowledge of
spacecraft charging, and contribute to reliability improvement of present and future space
high power systems. The power control and distribution system was designed utilizing
commercial off the shelf (COTS) components which in turn charge Nickel Metal Hydride
(Ni-MH) batteries. Power is captured via 34 triple junction solar cells.
The Attitude Determination and Control System also utilize a large number of COTS
parts. HORYU4 has six sun sensors, one mounted on each side of the cube, a GPS
receiver with two antennas, two 3-axis gyros sensors, and four permanent magnets and a
hysteresis damper. Horyu4 contains a number of communications frequencies. The
spacecraft can transmit in both the S-band (2400.3MHz) as well as in UHF
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(437.375MHz). Receiving is accomplished through either VHF (145MHz) or L-band
(1200MHz).

Figure 16: Horyu 4 Arc Event Generator and Investigation Satellite (Horyu4 Team 2014)
CanX-7
CanX-7 is a Canadian, defense funded, satellite that is exploring the effects of drag
with a modular storable sail – seen in Figure 17. If successful, this sail could one day be
used to de-orbit small satellites. Large satellites typically use their propulsion system to
deorbit the satellite, but since CubeSat’s do not usually have propulsion systems this is
not an option. Additionally, current methods require redundant attitude control systems to
ensure functionality – both requiring higher, cost, mass, and volume. Passive
mechanically deployed sails provide a simple and reliable method to deorbit small
satellites. This system utilizes mechanically stored energy in springs to deploy the sails.
The sails then create the drag necessary – assuming a LEO orbit – to slow the satellite
until it loses altitude and burns up in the atmosphere. The analysis leveraged the Satellite
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Tool Kit (STK) lifetime analysis, shows the 4 m2 sails can deorbit the 3.75Kg satellite in
5.3 – 10 years from an altitude of 800 km. (Tarantini, Bonin and Zee 2014)
CanX-7 is a 3U cube sat utilizing body mounted triple junction solar panels. These
supply power to the 4.8 Ah battery. It uses a 3-axis magnetometer and three magnetic
torque rods for attitude determination and control. Uplink utilizes the UHF band via four
canted monopole antennas that are deployed after release, with downlink taking place on
the S-band via two patch antennas. (Kramer 2017)

Figure 17: CanX-7 Sails Deployed (Institute for Aerospace Studies Space Flight Lab
2017)
Micro Satellites
Micro Satellites are satellites that weigh between 10 and 100Kg. 19 Micro Satellites
were launched in 2016. Eight of these launches were of the Cyclone Global Navigation
Satellite System (CYGNSS). All of these launches were into a LEO, and many of the
payloads were earth observation payloads.
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GHGSat-D
GHGSAT-D is a 15kg spacecraft created by GHGSat designed to monitor greenhouse
gasses. This is accomplished through a hyperspectral short-wave infrared (SWIR)
imaging sensor. An additional sensor augments this data by measuring clouds and
aerosols. The satellite bus was designed and developed by the University of Toronto,
Institute for Aerospace Studies / Space Flight Laboratory. The bus utilizes magnetic
torque rods and reaction wheels for attitude control, and receives attitude data from a
star-tracker. Three 26 W-Hr Li-Ion batteries powered by the body mounted solar panels.
In total the bus is 20 x 30 x 42 cm.
CYGNSS FM1-8
CYGNSS is a NASA Earth System Science Pathfinder program, designed to improve
weather predictions. CYGNSS stands for Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System
and consists of 8 LEO spacecraft. These spacecraft measure the roughness of the ocean
surface from which local wind speed can be determined. The roughness of the ocean is
measured by receiving the GPS signal reflected off of the ocean and comparing it to the
signal received directly from the GPS spacecraft.
Each spacecraft is composed of a milled Aluminum structure supporting the 25kg
spacecraft. The trapezoidal shape of the spacecraft allows 8 spacecraft to mount to a
single core supporting all vehicles during launch – seen in Figure 18. The hinge deployed
solar panels supply power to the spacecraft at 38.3W. The spacecraft is 3 axis controlled
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utilizing horizon sensors, magnetometers, momentum wheels, and torque rods. The
spacecraft is capable of 4 Mbps downlink via a software defined radio.

Figure 18: CYGNSS Deployment Configuration (Southwest Research Institute in San
Antonio 2018)
NuSat 1-2
NuSat 1 and 2 are commercial Earth observation satellites manufactured by
Satellogic. Each satellite is 37kg and 40 cm x 43 cm x 75cm. The satellites image earth in
both the visible and infrared spectrum providing a GSD of 1m. These spacecraft sit in a
500km sun synchronous orbit.
BlackSky Pathfinder 1
BlackSky Pathfinder 1 and 2 are experimental spacecraft used to prove the design
before the buildup of the 60-satellite constellation. BlackSky global hopes this
constellation of satellites will be able to provide temporal resolution of a few hours.
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These spacecraft will be launched into a 450km orbit and provide multi-spectral imagery
of 1m GSD. This is accomplished using the SpaceView 24 imaging telescope from the
Harris Corporation. This telescope was specifically designed with small satellites in mind
and weighs less than 10kg; bringing the BlackSky Pathfinder spacecraft to ~44kg.
Spark 1-2
Spark 1 and 2 are earth observation satellites built by the China Academy of
Sciences’ Shanghai Small Satellite Center. These satellites are capable of providing 50m
GSD visible and near infrared images. Each satellite weighs 43kg and is launched in a
700km orbit.
ChubuSat 2-3 (Kinshachi 2-3)
ChubuSat 2 and 3 are satellites built by Nagoya University and Daido University.
These satellites weight approximately 50kg and are launched into a 559km orbit.
ChubuSat 2 observes radiation from the sun and earth and photographs earth and space
debris. ChubuSat 3 is built upon a similar bus, but collects Automatic Identification
System (AIS) signals from maritime ships, as well as taking pictures of the earth and
space debris.
M3MSat (Maritime Monitoring and Messaging MicroSatellite)
M3MSat is a Canadian technology demonstration satellite created by the Canadian
Space Agency, COM DEV, and the Department of National Defense. The satellite is built
to monitor maritime traffic of Canada’s 243,772km coast line. This is accomplished using
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the Automated Identification System (AIS) which ships carry to assist in locating other
nearby ships.
The spacecraft is 80kg and measures 80cm x 60cm x 60cm – as seen in Figure 19. It
supports a 40W payload at 26v and communicates telemetry via s-band at 4kbps uplink
and 6.26mbps downlink. The payload data is downlinked using a high-speed C-Band
transmitter at 20Mbps. Power is collected using 6, triple junction body mounted solar
panels. Power storage is managed by a single Li-ion battery capable of storing 17.4 Ah.
The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized using reaction wheels and magnetic torque rods.
Attitude is determined using 3-axis magnetometers, two 3-axis microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) gyros, and six 2-axis sun sensors.

Figure 19: M3MSat (Honeywell - Formerly COM DEV 2016)
Mini Satellites
Mini Satellites range from 100-500kg – in 2016 15 of these satellites were launched.
11 of these launches were optical imaging satellites launched into a sun synchronous
LEO. This class of satellite appears to be the sweet spot for optical imaging satellites
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capable of hosting the necessary bus equipment and the specialized optical equipment for
high resolution imagery. Additionally, many satellites in this range host propulsion
equipment for orbit maintenance – extending the life of many of these assets.
AlSat-1B
AlSat 1B is the result of a partnership between Algerian Space Agency and Surrey
Satellite Technology Ltd. It is an earth observation satellite built on the Surrey SSTL-100
platform. The payload consists of a 24m GSD multispectral imager and a 12m GSD
panchromatic camera. The launch mass was 103kg, and the spacecraft was launched into
a 700km sun synchronous orbit from Sriharikota India.
The Surrey SSTL-100 is a common satellite bus built to accept a payload with a
standard interface – priced at $11M. It is designed for a 5-year mission lifetime and is
available 18 months after purchase. It is capable of supporting a 15kg payload mass, with
24W of power – 48W peak. The bus dry mass is 83kg and consist of an 80 mbps X-Band
downlink for data. The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized using reaction wheels and
magnetorquers. A 14Ah Li-ion battery provides energy storage at 28-33V. Electrical
energy is generated with body mounted solar panels. The satellite also has a propulsion
system capable of generating a velocity of 20 m/s using liquified butane gas. The
spacecraft thermal control system is primarily passive; however, uses heaters in critical
locations. Telemetry tracking and control is accomplished using S-Band.
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AlSat-2B
AlSat-2B is also built by the Algerian Space Agency, but this time in partnership with
EADS Astrium a subsidiary of the European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company
(EADS). Unlike AlSat-2A, AlSat-2B was built at Algeria’s Satellite Development Centre
in country. This satellite is 116kg with dimensions of 60cm x 60cm x 130cm. This
spacecraft carried the New AstroSat Optical Modular Instrument (NAOMI). NAOMI is
an earth imaging sensor capable of 2.5m GSD panchromatic images, or 10m GSD
multispectral images. These images are used for cartography, agriculture management,
natural resource management including forestry; water; mineral’s; and oil, as well as
natural disaster management.
The spacecraft is built on the AstroSat-100 platform based on the Myriade platform
developed by the French space agency CNES – seen in Figure 20. This bus can support a
50kg payload and providing 50W of power. The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized utilizing 3
sun sensors, a star tracker, a magnetometer and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IRU).
Attitude can be adjusted using the 4 reaction wheels and magnetorquers. Additionally,
this system contains a hydrazine propulsion system capable of providing a delta V of 70
m/s. Power storage is provided by a single Li-ion battery with 15Ah of capacity. Power is
generated by a two-panel deployable solar array. Telemetry is communicated on an SBand transmitter/receiver capable of 20kbps, while payload data is downlinked on Xband at 60mbps.
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Figure 20: AstroSat-100 BUS CAD Rendering (Charles Koeck 2011)
SkySat 3-7
The SkySat’s are earth observation satellites built by Space Systems Loral (SSL) for
Skybox – Skybox was purchased by Google in June 2014 and renamed to Terra Bella.
Google later sold Terra Bella to Planet Labs in which it owns an equity stake. SkySat-3
was the second generation of the SkySat’s and added propulsion and better reaction
wheels.
SkySat-3 has a mass of 120kg with dimensions of 60cm x 60cm x 95cm – seen in
Figure 21. While detailed design information isn’t available for SkySat-3, quite a bit is
known about the first generation SkySat 1 & 2. The X-Band downlink is capable of
470Mbps with TT&C managed by S-Band. The spacecraft uses 120W of power which is
collected by body mounted solar panels. Onboard data storage for images and videos is
768 Gb. SkySat 3 added high performance green propulsion (HPGP), consisting of four
1N thrusters.
The payload is capable of capturing panchromatic images at .9m GSD panchromatic
and 2m multispectral. These images are generated using a Ritchey-Chretien Cassegrain
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telescope with 5.5 mega pixel CMOS sensors. Three overlapping sensors capture high
frame rate 2D images. The top half of the sensor captures panchromatic images, the
bottom half of the sensor is divided into 4 areas covered with red, blue green, and near
infrared filters – seen in Figure 22.

Figure 21: SkyBox CAD Rendering (Skybox Imaging Inc n.d.)

Figure 22: SkyBox Imaging Sensor (Smiley, Levine and Chau 2014)
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LAPAN A3
LAPAN is an earth observation satellite created by the National Institute of
Aeronautics and Space of Indonesia and Bogor Agricultural University. This satellite is
responsible for monitoring and providing data on Indonesia. The spacecraft sits in a sunsynchronous orbit, and carries a medium resolution multispectral imager and digital
camera. The multispectral imager is augmented by a 300mm lens capable of 19m GSD.
The digital camera is amplified by a 1000mm lens producing 5m GSD images.
Additionally, the spacecraft features an Automatic Identification System (AIS) receiver
which is capable of receiving AIS data from maritime vessels. This data includes,
position, movement details, as well as crew information.
These capabilities are packed into a 115kg spacecraft with dimensions of 50cm x
57.4cm x 42.4cm. Power generation is managed by GaAs body mounted solar arrays,
which feed into 3 Li-ion batteries of 15V and 6.1Ah. Attitude determination and control
consists of 3 reaction wheels and laser gyros, 2 star sensors, 3 magnetic coils, a sun
sensor, and a 3-axis magnetometer. TT&C is managed on the UHF frequency with a
transmitter of 3.5W. X-Band frequency with 6W max RF output, and S-Band 3.5W max
RF output.
BIROS (Bispectral Infrared Optical System)
The BIROS spacecraft is part of the FireBird constellation which primary mission is
to detect High Temperature Events such as forest fires. BIROS has also been equipped
with an Optical Space Infrared Downlink System (OSIRIS). OSIRIS is meant to
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demonstrate high speed datalinks, up to 10 gbps, for small satellites. OSIRIS for BIROS
is developed for 1gbps and relies on the spacecraft pointing controls to point the
instrument and tracking the receiver on earth. The final mission hosted by BIROS is an
Autonomous Vision Approach Navigation and Target Identification (AVANTI).
AVANTI uses low cost passive sensors such as optical and infrared cameras to track an
object and perform autonomous maneuvers to rendezvous with the object. After BIROS
achieves stable orbit and successful check out it will release the BEESAT-4 1U CubeSat
it holds – via a spring mechanism. Once BEESAT-4 reaches a distance of 5km to 10km
the experiment will begin. GPS data from both BEESAT and BIROS will augment
ground radar data to prove accurate tracking using the camera equipment of BIROS.
The BIROS spacecraft is built on the Astro and Feinwerktechnik Adlershof GmbH
bus. TET bus also known as Technology Test Vehicle (TET) can be seen in Figure 23.
The TET-X is the second generation of the TET-1 bus containing an upgraded power
subsystem, transmitters, and OnBoard Computer. The TET-X weighs 70kg with
dimensions of 67cm x 58 cm x 88cm. It is capable of supporting a 50kg payload at 46cm
x 46cm x 42.8cm at 160W per 20 minutes. Power is collected via 2 deployed solar panels
and a single body mounted panel. This satellite contains multiple redundancies in the
AD&CS: two start trackers, two IMUs, two magnetometers, two course sun sensors, four
reaction weeks, magnetic torque rods, and two GPS receivers. Additionally, this bus can
be fitted with the Microjet propulsion system developed by Aerospace Innovation GmbH
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(AIG). This Nitrogen based system is capable of producing 67mN per thruster in
Resistorjet mode, or 118mN per thruster in Cold Gas mode.

Figure 23: TET CAD Rendering (Astro- und Feinwerktechnik Adlershof GmbH 2018)
XPNav-1
XPNav-1 is an X-ray Pulsar Navigation Satellite built by the China Academy of
Space Technology. Similar to a star tracker that relies on known constellations of visible
stars to determine spacecraft attitude and position, X-Ray signals emitted by pulsars can
be used to determine a spacecraft’s location in deep space. XPNav-1 will detect X-ray
signals from nearby pulsars and create a pulsar navigation database. This spacecraft
weighs 270kg and flies in a 500km orbit, but technical details are limited.
Ofek-11
Ofek-11 is a reconnaissance satellite built by Israel Aerospace Industries for the
Israeli Ministry of Defense – it can be seen in Figure 24. It features an Elbit Systems
Jupiter high resolution imaging system capable of .5m GSD at 600km. This system
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contains panchromatic and optional multi-spectral capabilities, and weighs 120kg. The
Jupiter imaging system is supported by the OptSat-3000 or Optical Satellite-3000 – seen
in Figure 24. The light satellite (400kg) and compact size give the satellite a low inertia
and thus it is highly agile allowing it to capture many images in a single orbit.
While detail of OptSat-3000 are sparse, it is based on the IMPS II Bus. The IMPS II
bus consumed 250W from the 30Ah battery or triple junction solar cells capable of
producing 800W at the end of life. (Ministry of Science & Technology 2010) The ADCS
system is comprised of two sun sensors, two magnetometers, a MEMS gyro, GPS
receiver, and two star trackers, four reaction wheels, two three axis magnetic-torquers,
and optional thrusters. The satellite could be outfitted with either electric, chemical, or
hybrid propulsion: two hydrazine thrusters (25N), hall effect thruster .1N.
Communications is accomplished through a highspeed X-Band downlink at 750mbps and
telemetry was transmitted via S-Band at 2.5-12.5kbps.

Figure 24: OptSat-3000 CAD Rendering (Israel Aerospace Industries 2018)
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MICROSCOPE
MICROSCOPE is an acronym for MICRO-Satellite à traînée Compensée pour
l'Observation du Principe d'Equivalence. Which roughly translates to Compensated
Micro-Satellite for observing the principle of equivalence. This satellite is a partnership
between CNES, SARM laboratory (university of Bremen), and PTB (physikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt), Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur (OCA), and Office National
d'Etudes et de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA). MICROSCOPE’s will test the
equivalence principle – where objects in a vacuum fall at the same speed. To test this, the
spacecraft will maintain two masses motionless inside electrostatic accelerometers. If
equivalent forces are required to keep the masses static the principle will be confirmed.
MICROSCOPE is a 300kg satellite using the CNES’s Myriade bus, but contains cold-gas
thrusters to compensate in for small trajectory perturbations. This bus was discussed in
more detail in the AlSat-2B section.
ERG
ERG is the short name for Exploration of Energization and Radiation in Geospace.
ERG was created by the Japanese to study the formation of the radiation belts associated
with magnetic storms. (eoPortal Directory 2018) The spacecraft will host 4 major
sensors: Plasma and Particle Experiment (PPE), Plasma Wave and Electric Field (PWE),
Measurement of Geomagnetic Field (MGF), Software-Wave Particle Interaction
Analyzer (S-WPIA). PPE consists of four sensors: LEP-e, MEP-e, HEP-e and XEP-e
which are used to measure low energy electrons, medium energy electrons, high energy
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electrons, and extremely high energy electrons. PWE measures electric fields from DC to
10MHz and magnetic fields from a few Hz to 20 kHz using two pairs of wire dipole
antennas. MFG will measure ambient magnetic fields and Magnetohydrodynamic
pulsations. S-WPIA will measure wave-particle interactions using data from MEP, HEP,
and PPE.
ERG is based on the Small Space Science Platform for Rapid Investigation and Test
(SPRINT). It weighs approximately 355kg wet, and in the launch configuration takes up
1.5m x 1.5m x 2.7m. The four solar array panels generate over 700W and charge a 35Ah
Li-ion battery. The spacecraft is spin stabilized with rate initially measured by a MEMS
gyro – spin axis is estimated on the ground using Spin-type Sun Aspect Sensor,
Geomagnetic Aspect Sensor, and Small Star Scanner. 4 hydrazine thrusters producing 4N
place the satellite into the highly elliptical orbit.
ScatSat-1
ScatSat-1 is an Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) spacecraft designed to
collect global ocean wind vector data. This data is used heavily in global weather
forecasting models. Surface wind data is collected by transmitting a pulse of Ku energy
and measuring the reflected energy. Using measurements from various azimuth angles a
geophysical model calculates the relationship between backscatter and wind speed and
direction.
SCATSAT-1 is a 371kg spacecraft based on the Indian Mini Satellite bus. The
common bus allowed this spacecraft to be built for 60% of the cost and one third the time
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by utilizing spare components from previous builds. (Singh 2016) Two deployable solar
arrays generate 750W for the 28 Ah Li-ion battery. AD&CS is managed by reaction
wheels, magnetic torquers, and hydrazine thrusters. Communications is accomplished
using S-Band for TT&C and X-Band payload data at 105Mbps.
PeruSat-1
PeruSat-1 is an earth observation satellite built for Peru by Airbus. This spacecraft
weighs 430kg and was designed with a 10-year life span. It provides Peru with .7m GSD
panchromatic resolution, and 2m GSD multispectral capabilities in RGB and near
infrared. PeruSat is built upon the Astrobus-S platform; a smaller simpler version of the
AstroBus-500. Astrobus-S takes advantage of the smaller Myriade bus, but offers greater
mass and power budgets for the payload.
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Optimized Continuous Global Coverage Constellation using a Genetic Algorithm
Small satellites (small sats) have become a crucial asset in the space industry. Many
companies are now trading large monolithic spacecraft for small, commercially available
satellites increasing development speed and deployment for a fraction of the cost. Indeed,
large constellations of small sats are already being used to provide daily imagery and
enable new approaches to agriculture, business intelligence, and earth sciences.
In the communications domain, continuous global coverage constellations have been
proposed by OneWeb, Telesat, SpaceX, and even Facebook; however, the constellation
compositions vary widely between 300 and 3000 satellites. This revolutionary technology
will connect our world in ways unimaginable, but the community is lacking fundamental
tools to optimize deployment strategies and constellation configuration.
Some researchers such as Frayssinhes (Frayssinhes 1996) have investigated the
possibility of using genetic algorithms as one tool to aid in constellation design; however,
these studies usually limit the number of satellites simulated. For instance, Frayssinhes
(Frayssinhes 1996) focused on increasing satellite coverage with a six-satellite
constellation performing data collection by modifying the true anomaly and right
ascension node using a genetic algorithm with both techniques of crossover and mutation.
A new chromosomic structure was developed to encode the information for use in the
genetic algorithm. Others have explored genetic algorithms solution speeds in the context
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of constellation design problems, focusing not only on the hardware aspect, but also on
the parallelization problem (Ferringer, Clifton and Thompson 2007). These latter works
aim to perform larger simulations with greater design spaces. In Budianto and Olds
(Budianto and Olds 2004), satellite constellations were optimized by breaking the
problem into subsystems: Configuration and Orbit Design, Spacecraft Design, Launch
Manifest, and Cost. These subsystems were independently optimized within certain
bounds and fed back to a larger optimization routine where they were reevaluated.
This chapter will attempt to address the multiple-objective optimization problem for
global continuous coverage of a commercial communications constellation placed in Low
Earth Orbit using a genetic algorithm. The technique described in this chapter will
leverage previous methods to utilize greater numbers of satellites. In addition, this
method not only optimizes a constellation for coverage expressed as a component of
revenue generation, but also considers the cost of the designed constellation.
Method
STK Link
Determining a satellite’s coverage of earth is not a simple problem to solve. It
typically requires thousands of calculations to determine a satellite’s position relative to
the earth’s rotation and projecting a sensor’s field of view onto the coverage grid placed
on the earth’s surface given a specific satellite orientation and time of day. System Tool
Kit (STK) (Analytical Graphics Inc. 2018) can generate a simulation of a satellite/sensor
combination and calculate the coverage of the earth throughout a defined time period
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with relative ease; however, STK lacks the flexibility to perform high level logic-based
modifications of a satellite or constellation. This functionality or link is enabled through
STK’s software developer’s kit (SDK) which allows a user to interface with STK via C#,
MATLAB, Java, or Python. MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc. 2018) was selected as the
interface/link due to its availability and the author’s previous background with this tool.
This section will cover the MATLAB implementation at a high-level. The MATLAB
function is used to create a simulation, generate a satellite constellation, and finally,
evaluates its performance.
A custom MATLAB function has been developed to determine a satellite
constellation’s coverage over a 24-hour period. The function calculate_coverage, accepts
six parameters: altitude, inclination, number_of_satellites, number_of_planes, RAAN,
and true_anomaly. Initially, the function starts a STK instance with a 24-hour simulation
time. A 24-hours simulation is a reasonable time span to generate high fidelity data, since
the goal is to generate a continuous coverage constellation of satellites in circular low
earth orbits. The function then generates a coverage grid on the earth between +/- 60
degrees latitude with a resolution of 10 degrees. This coverage grid was selected to
provide coverage to most of the earth’s population, without wasting coverage on the
poles where there are very few inhabitants.
A feeder satellite is then created with a circular orbit using the specified orbit and
inclination – this satellite will be used to generate the remainder of the constellation. An
example of the coverage grid and feeder satellite can be seen in Figure 25. A sensor with
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a conic projection is created on the feeder satellite with a half cone angle of 25 degrees,
mirroring standard LEO payloads in the industry. STK then generates a constellation
based on the feeder satellite using the number of planes, number of satellites per plane,
true anomaly, and right ascension of ascending node (RAAN). The feeder sat is then
deleted from the constellation as the walker function has created a duplicate of this
spacecraft. Each spacecraft is called by name accessing the sensor and activating the
sensor within the previously defined coverer definition. The coverage for each time step
is then calculated over the entire simulation and returned to MATLAB where the average
coverage is calculated.

Figure 25: STK with Coverage Grid and Single Feeder Satellite
MATLAB Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm was selected to optimize this non-linear, discontinuous, multiobjective problem, due to its ability to quickly approach a global optimum where many
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other methods fail. Genetic algorithms are a metaheuristic process like that of natural
selection. At a high-level the genetic algorithms select the top performers of a population,
perform biological operations such as mutation or breeding, and finally compute new
fitness scores. This process continues for many generations until the algorithm converges
on a set of high-quality solutions. It should also be noted that a genetic algorithm may
never find the true global optimal solution. This implementation of a genetic algorithm
does not use crossover, but instead mutates the top 10% of each population. In early
experimentation it was found that mutation alone converged to an optimal solution after
several generations, and thus crossover was deemed unnecessary.
Effort was made to ensure a global solution was found by randomizing the initial
population, but quickly converging to a solution. A population size of 35 was selected
based on its ability to maintain genetic diversity and enabling an opportunity for mutation
to explore the design space. The algorithm was run over a maximum of 30 generations
and was continuously monitored to determine when a solution converged. These initial
values were found to be a good starting point for many simulations; however, were
modified in select simulations due to trends that were seen in the data. The initial
population was selected as random permutations of constellations with realistic limits to
define the optimization space. In this method the number of satellites needed to be evenly
divisible by the number of planes; thus, the number of satellites is defined as a multiple
of a random number and the number of planes. After the initial population is created,
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each member or allele is fed into the calculate_coverage function which returns the
fitness score and the coverage score.
Once the initial population is created and evaluated, it is sorted by fitness score and
the top 10% of alleles are selected as parents. The next generation is formed by randomly
selecting a parent and mutating a random parameter until a new population of 35 is
created. The calculate_coverage function is then called for each newly mutated sample
and the fitness and coverage scores are again calculated and returned. This method is
repeated until the maximum number of generations is reached.
Occasionally, during implementation, STK would fail for an unknown reason.
However, we believe this failure was not due to the method, but was likely due to a
network error creating an issue where the software was unable to call a license from the
server, or some other STK fault. This failure was solved using the try/catch method in
MATLAB to allow for a graceful failure and to continue the remainder of the
generations. Additionally, every generation is written out to an Excel file, enabling us to
explore results while the simulation runs and providing the ability to load and re-run from
a specific generation if a large continuous error is found.
A linear decaying function was added in later simulations, with the idea of helping
the solution converge more quickly. Overtime this formula collapses the allowable
bounds of random selection, so that in later simulations you stay in the same general area
instead of random exploration. The variables used to create the equation can be found in
Figure 26. Equation 1 and Equation 2 are used to determine the allowed range of
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mutation used in creation of the next generation’s chromosomes. Figure 27 has been
added to show how the range linearly converges from the maximum and minimum values
to the latest optimal value. In this figure the latest optimal value was made static at 14 to
show how the allowable range collapses. The final range collapses to 10% of the initial
range, or 5% on either side of the latest optimal value. Additional protections were added
to cover edge cases ensuring the range never exceeded the maximum (max) or minimum
(min) allowed values. Figure 28 shows how the range collapses when using a randomized
center value within the range.

Figure 26: Equation Variables

Equation 1: Max Value

Equation 2: Min Value
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Figure 27: Decaying Range

Figure 28: Decaying Range with Random Center
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Fitness Function
The initial fitness function (Fitness Function 1) used the relative weights found in
Table 3. Each parameter is normalized between 0 and 1 and multiplied by the specific
weighting. Coverage is the only positive parameter while the other parameters damage
the fitness. These parameters were selected to encourage minimization of the number of
satellites and planes, while maximizing the coverage. A small factor was applied to the
altitude, distribution of the planes, and RAAN. The range of the variables can be found
in Table 4.

Table 3: Fitness Function Weightings
Parameter

Weighting

Average Coverage

50%

Altitude

-5%

Number of Satellites

-20%

Number of Planes

-15%

RAAN

-10%
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Table 4: Fitness Function 1 Variable Bounds
Variable

Min Max

Altitude (km)

160 1400

Inclination (deg)

0

180

Number of Planes

1

10

Number of Sats per Plane

1

99

RAAN (deg)

0

360

Since these constellations are being proposed by businesses, a fitness score based on
potential profit may align closer to business objectives. A second fitness function (Fitness
Function 2) was created using this concept. Over 1000 simulations were run utilizing the
initial fitness function weightings, and the saved data included all the information
necessary to calculate new fitness scores. This allowed the new fitness function to be
partially evaluated before running a large simulation.
Potential revenue is the first parameter necessary to create a profit-based fitness
function. The top 20 countries were sorted by gross domestic product from the
International Monetary Fund (International Monetary Fund 2017) – these countries were
selected as they have the highest potential to pay for these services. Next, the number of
households per country was found using a compilation from Wikipedia which utilized
various countries census data from 2000-2017 (Wikipedia n.d.). The average monthly
internet bill per household was then determined using data compiled by Cable (Cable
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2018). A conservative estimate of 3% was then used to calculate the captured market, and
finally the potential 5 Year Revenue was calculated – these results can be seen in Table 5.
A parametrically driven equation was created to evaluate constellation cost. The
major cost components of a constellation are Launch Cost, Spacecraft Bus Cost, Payload
Cost, and an element for Bus Propulsion Cost. The spacecraft bus was estimated at $10M
per bus with the payload cost starting at $10M and linearly increasing with altitudes
between 160 km and 1,400 km up to $12M. The propulsion cost was estimated at 8.4% of
the spacecraft bus cost; this estimate was provided in SMAD (Larson and Wertz, Space
Mission Analysis and Design 2005). This cost was multiplied by the percentage of total
orbital planes used providing a small factor to influence the number of planes used.
Finally, the launch cost was valued at $3.95M as estimated by Spaceflight.com
(SpaceFligth 2018) for a 100 kg spacecraft to LEO. These factors were multiplied by the
number of spacecraft in the total constellation. The final fitness equation can be seen
below in Equation 3. Where the average coverage is multiplied by the potential revenue,
and the cost of each spacecraft is added up and multiplied by the number of spacecraft.
Initial evaluations indicated a larger range would be required for global coverage, and the
scope of the simulation was refined here: the max number of planes was increased to 20,
and the true anomaly was set to 0 as this value had no impact on these simulations.
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Table 5: Potential 5 Year Revenue

Country
United States
China
Japan
Germany
UK
India
France
Brazil
Italy
Canada
South Korea
Russia
Australia
Spain
Mexico
Indonesia
Turkey
Netherlands
Saudi Arabia
Switzerland

Average
Monthly
Internet Price
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

67.69
41.29
37.15
36.68
39.58
28.23
31.14
48.00
29.48
57.66
32.29
9.77
52.77
42.38
33.32
54.85
15.96
59.23
95.72
80.00

Annual Bill
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

812.28
495.48
445.80
440.16
474.96
338.76
373.68
576.00
353.76
691.92
387.48
117.24
633.24
508.56
399.84
658.20
191.52
710.76
1,148.64
960.00

Number of
Households
133,957,180
455,940,000
49,062,530
37,571,219
26,473,000
248,408,494
25,253,000
57,324,167
23,848,000
12,437,470
15,887,128
52,711,375
7,760,322
18,472,800
22,268,196
61,157,592
17,794,238
7,242,202
4,700,000
3,362,073

Captured
Market
4,018,715
13,678,200
1,471,876
1,127,137
794,190
7,452,255
757,590
1,719,725
715,440
373,124
476,614
1,581,341
232,810
554,184
668,046
1,834,728
533,827
217,266
141,000
100,862
Total

Equation 3: Cost Based Fitness Function
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5 Year Rev
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16,321,610,725.56
33,886,372,680.00
3,280,811,381.10
2,480,602,163.26
1,886,042,412.00
12,622,629,214.12
1,415,481,156.00
4,952,808,028.80
1,265,470,272.00
1,290,860,136.36
923,391,653.62
926,982,240.75
737,121,945.49
1,409,179,075.20
1,335,557,323.30
6,038,089,058.16
511,192,869.26
772,120,124.03
809,791,200.00
484,138,512.00
93,350,252,171.00

Results
Relative Weights Fitness Function (Fitness Function 1)
Utilizing the relative weights found in Table 3, 30 generations with a population size
of 35 were run. The maximum fitness results over each generation can be seen in Figure
29. Most of the solution converges in the first 3 generations; with small incremental
increases in the later generations. Interestingly, the fitness score in generation 19 gets
worse and doesn’t work its way back up until generation 25 – never actually achieving
the max fitness that was discovered in generation 16. Further inspection of this
generational area shows the algorithm exploring a new axis of the problem; the algorithm
changes the number of planes to 8 and the inclination to 52 degrees. The max fitness for
each generation and the parameters that achieved this fitness can be found in Table 6.
A way to evaluate the diversity in each generation was desired and created by plotting
the minimum and maximum fitness in each generation, and showing where the average
lied in this range. This indicates if the algorithm is exploring a significant amount of the
design space. The genetic diversity in each generation was determined and plotted in
Figure 30. Here the average diversity for an entire generation is calculated with lines
showing the maximum and minimum fitness in that generation. This figure shows good
genetic diversity in each generation.
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Figure 29: Fitness Function 1 Max Fitness

Figure 30: Fitness Function 1 Fitness Diversity
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If the entire data set of 1085 runs is sorted by the coverage, a few interesting trends
are found. First, the coverage is highly dependent on the number of planes; over half of
the top 10 coverages land on 10 planes. Additionally, as expected, coverage is highly
dependent on altitude with all the top 10 coverages being at the altitude 1386 km—the
maximum allowed altitude was 1,400 km. The algorithm was trying to optimize fitness,
and coverage was the most heavily weighted factor. No immediate number of satellites is
obvious, but all have 100’s of satellites in the constellation.
The optimal satellite constellation found in generation 30 is shown in Figure 31. This
constellation consists of 312 spacecraft in 8 planes at an altitude of 1,394 km. The
coverage of this constellation is only 67% and not the 90-100% we are seeking.
Investigating this constellation further shows that at this sensor half angle there were not
enough planes for global coverage even though a single plane completely covers a single
circumference. Additionally, there appears to be significant overlap of the beams to the
point where the circles almost make a continuous rectangular band. Some of the worst
constellation coverage is in South America as shown in Figure 32. This poor coverage is
due to very few planes crossing the continent.
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Table 6: Fitness Function 1 Best Generational Parameters

Generation
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Max
Fitness
-0.67
0.32
2.90
8.19
8.28
8.38
8.74
8.83
8.87
8.85
8.97
8.85
8.97
9.28
9.81
9.86
10.01
9.97
9.96
9.61
9.69
9.71
9.70
9.68
9.73
9.74
9.74
9.74
9.75
9.74
9.80

Coverage
Number Number
At Max Altitude Inclination
RAAN
of Planes of Sats
Fitness
42.69
1165
38
8
264
35
40.19
1165
38
6
318
35
49.81
1165
44
8
264
35
62.17
1386
44
8
264
35
62.36
1386
127
8
264
35
62.57
1386
127
8
264
35
64.12
1386
127
8
264
50
64.29
1386
127
8
264
50
64.37
1386
127
8
264
50
64.66
1386
127
8
272
50
64.90
1386
127
8
272
50
64.67
1386
127
8
272
50
64.89
1386
127
8
272
50
68.32
1386
127
8
336
54
63.29
1386
127
7
273
50
63.38
1386
127
7
273
50
63.69
1386
127
7
273
50
63.61
1386
127
7
273
50
63.59
1386
127
7
273
50
66.41
1386
52
8
304
31
66.57
1386
52
8
304
31
67.63
1386
52
8
304
49
67.61
1386
52
8
304
49
66.92
1386
52
8
288
49
67.38
1394
52
8
320
31
67.39
1394
52
8
320
31
67.39
1394
52
8
320
31
67.40
1394
52
8
320
31
67.42
1394
52
8
320
31
67.40
1394
52
8
320
31
67.18
1394
52
8
312
31
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Figure 31: Fitness Function 1 Optimal Constellation
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Figure 32: Fitness Function 1 Incomplete Coverage
Revenue Based Fitness Function (Fitness Function 2)
Beyond implementing the new revenue-based fitness function, this simulation also
opened the scope of the simulation. After reviewing the results found in the Relative
Weights (Fitness Function 1) simulations it was determined that the number of allowed
planes needed to be greatly increased to achieve global continuous coverage. In fact, the
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number of possible planes was increased from 10 to 20. The new variable bounds can be
found in Table 7.
Figure 33 shows the max fitness found in each generation. As in prior simulations we
see great convergence in the first 3 generations. Steady increases are seen in the
following generations until generation 9 where convergence appears to peak. In
generation 14 and again in 26 we see dips in the max fitness, but within the next few
generations we achieve higher fitness scores. Figure 34 shows the fitness diversity across
all generations. The average fitness score sits much higher in the genetic diversity range
and the range is tighter than in previous simulations. This effect is due to the decaying
limits placed on the chromosomes. Interestingly, the bands do not get tighter in later
generations. This is due to the sensitivity of certain variables where even a slight change
has huge effects on coverage.

Table 7: Fitness Function 2 Variable Bounds
Variable

Min Max

Altitude (km)

160 1400

Inclination (deg)

0

180

Number of Planes

1

20

Number of Sats per Plane

1

99

RAAN (deg)

0

360
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Figure 33: Fitness Function 2 Max Fitness

Figure 34: Fitness Function 2 Fitness Diversity
The parameter values that attain the max fitness score for each generation are shown in
Table 8. During the initial population the best scoring chromosome found ~80% coverage
by nearly maxing out the altitude and using an incredible number of satellites in 17
planes. In generation 3, the simulation achieves higher coverage ~82%, while also using
half the number of satellites as the first generations max chromosome. Generation 10
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shows the simulation working with inclinations near 90 degrees, but as the generations
proceed this choice is dropped. Generation 19 shows a large reduction in number of
satellites to 561, but a coverage drops as well. In generation 23 an inclination of 91
degrees is chosen and kept for that parameter. By generation 30 we see that the
simulation has converged on a 91-degree inclination with 665 satellites in 19 separate
planes, and 4 km from the maximum allowed altitude. The final parameters can be seen
in Table 9.
A picture of the final simulation coverage in STK is shown in Figure 35. This picture
shows complete coverage of the globe with minimal overlap. However, upon analyzing
the simulation further and taking a slightly different view as seen in Figure 36, we see 4
planes are nearly on top of each other. There are two possibilities for this outcome; first,
because of the sensor angle chosen, we cannot achieve perfectly spaced coverage, or
second, the simulation has not landed on the true global optimum.
Figure 37 shows the simulation at a different time stamp within the 24-hour period that
the orbits are simulated. At this time stamp, there are periods of coverage lapse near the
equator and rolling off in higher and lower latitudes. However, the simulation result
indicates 99.43% coverage. This high coverage value occurs because the coverage is
calculated at numerous intervals throughout the day. Additionally, the grid selected may
not be dense enough to find these small areas of coverage lapse that are typically less
than a minute long
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Table 8: Fitness Function 2 Best Generational Parameters
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Table 9: Fitness Function 2 Optimal Parameters
Variable
Altitude (km)

Optimal
1396

Inclination (deg)

91

Number of Planes

19

Number of Sats (Total)

665

RAAN (deg)

275

Figure 35: Fitness Function 2 Optimal Constellation
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Figure 36: Fitness Function 2 Optimal Constellation Overlap

Figure 37: Fitness Function 2 Optimal Constellation Coverage Lapse
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Model Validation
A reasonable algorithm validation for the previous work is to explore the
Geostationary Orbit (GEO) coverage problem. It is well known that 3 spacecraft in a
GEO stationary orbit of 35,786km can achieve total global coverage with a wide enough
sensor half angle. This problem was explored to prove the functionality of the
parametrically driven spacecraft model and the optimization of the constellation using a
genetic algorithm.
Because we are specifically interested in whether the optimization algorithm will find
the known optimum, the variables of the simulation were bound so that the optimal
solution could be found within a realistic time frame. Table 10 shows the variable bounds
given to the simulation. The maximum spacecraft altitude was increased to 40,000 km,
well past the GEO altitude, but the number of planes and number of satellites per plane
was decreased to 5 and 6 respectively. The most complicated simulation that can be run is
for 30 spacecraft in 5 orbital planes, greatly reducing the computation time required to
perform the optimization.
Early simulations also implemented an additional factor meant to linearly decay the
search area based on the generation. The purpose of this decay was to focus the search
area in later generations allowing the local maximum to be more quickly found.
Unfortunately, due to the limited variable scope for number of planes and number of
satellites, the range converged too quickly, and later generations did not explore enough
of the design space to find the true global minimum.
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Additionally, the number of chromosomes per generation was decreased to 15 while
the number of generations was increased to 50. Choosing more frequent down selection
was aimed at helping the algorithm converge to a solution faster than in previous
simulations. However, it is not apparent if this helped the solution converge faster. The
main reason this was not quantifiable is that Genetic algorithms are greatly influenced by
random chance, so there is an element of luck inherent as to when a convergent solution
is found.
A new parametrically driven spacecraft model was required so that the appropriate
factors could be applied to the fitness function. These factors are important because a
GEO satellite has an inherently more expensive payload and incurs a more expensive
launch cost. Like before, Equation 3 was used to calculate the fitness of each
chromosome, but this time additional costs were added for higher orbits. A base payload
price of $10M was assumed and linearly increased up to $12M at the highest allowed
altitude of 40,000km – this is the same weighting that is used earlier in the LEO orbits
and may not be accurate in terms of dollars, but we are simply looking to decrease the
fitness for higher orbits. The bus price was set to a static $10M. Cost of launch was set to
a minimum of $4.9M as defined by SpaceFlight for a 100 kg payload to LEO
(SpaceFligth 2018), and linearly increased up to the max cost of $8.4M at the max
altitude. The propulsion cost was assumed to be 8.4% of the bus cost as found in (Larson
and Wertz, Space Mission Analysis and Design 1999). A method to lower the fitness
score based on the number of planes was required so this cost was multiplied by the
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percentage of total planes used. While this isn’t the most accurate way to estimate the
cost of different planes, it served its purpose of reducing the fitness score for greater
plane numbers.
Table 10: Variable Bounds for GEO
Variable
Altitude (km)

Min

Max

160 40000

Inclination

0

180

Number of Planes

1

5

Number of Sats per Plane

1

6

RAAN

0

360

As seen in Figure 38, strong convergence was found in the first 5 generations. The
next major jump in fitness isn’t found until generation 11, then a small decline is seen
until generation 31 where the optimum is found. Figure 39, shows the fitness diversity
above and below the average fitness in each generation. Average fitness is of no
consequence since we are only utilizing the top 10% of chromosomes from each
generation, but this graph does show that the algorithm is maintaining good genetic
diversity in each generation. Interestingly, generation 5 and 23 show limited genetic
diversity. Upon analyzing the data for these generations, one possibility for low genetic
diversity is that the number of satellites stays consistent in these generations. During
these generations, randomly choosing of the number of satellites was rarely selected by
the algorithm, and thus, we randomly achieved low diversity.
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The best generational parameters seen in Table 11 show an interesting progression of
the optimization. The algorithm almost achieves 100% coverage within the initial
generation, but this used the greatest possible number of planes and satellites and 82% of
the highest possible altitude. In the first 10 generations the algorithm steadily achieves
100% coverage while decreasing the number of satellites. Generation 11 shows a
significant decrease in the number of planes and satellites while maintaining 100%
coverage. The next 16 generations show limited improvement until generation 28 where
the algorithm stumbles across a single plane with 6 satellites. Eventually generation 33
finds the max fitness of 3 satellites in a single plane. The algorithm did not determine that
GEO was the optimal orbit and instead finds an orbit near the absolute max allowed of
40,000 km. In general, the GEO stationary orbit is selected because we can provide
coverage to a single region and not worry about handoffs between ground stations. Thus,
we can maximize the coverage of the desired area. The fitness function as it is
implemented in this algorithm is not punished for a moving constellation, so GEO is not a
significant orbit to the algorithm as long as max coverage is found with the fewest
number of satellites and planes.
The optimal solution found by the algorithm can be seen in Figure 40, with the
ground track seen in Figure 41. It should be noted that the max fitness or max revenue is
a little over $31B and the max revenue possible found in Table 5 is also $31B indicating
a no cost constellation. A 100x factor was accidently applied to the potential revenue
number so these numbers really need to be decreased by this same factor to get the actual
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fitness function. This post processing was not applied to maintain the accuracy of the
results.

Figure 38: Max Fitness for GEO

Figure 39: Fitness Diversity GEO
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Table 11: Best Generational Parameters GEO
Coverage
Generation

Max Fitness

At Max

Altitude

Inclination

33164
35890
35890
35890
35890
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37847
37421
37421
37421
37421
37421
38079
38079
38079
38079
38079
38079
38079
39938
38079
39938

8
149
149
149
149
149
149
35
150
43
43
43
43
59
45
46
57
135
135
135
47
135
135
127
143
50
50
50
3
3
3
3
3
3

Fitness
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30,070,874,432
30,503,195,452
30,503,195,452
30,750,633,560
30,752,649,560
30,807,295,966
30,807,295,966
30,807,295,966
30,807,295,966
30,807,295,966
30,807,295,966
30,874,944,881
30,926,384,874
30,932,776,747
30,934,101,869
30,934,101,869
30,933,860,938
30,934,101,869
30,934,101,869
30,934,451,523
30,934,451,523
30,893,329,519
30,897,381,197
30,912,845,890
30,920,031,214
30,928,068,865
30,933,911,447
30,933,911,447
30,934,919,447
30,934,919,447
30,995,529,873
30,994,512,649
30,995,529,873
31,025,072,167

99.56
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.81
99.98
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.87
99.88
99.93
99.96
99.98
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
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Number Number
of Planes

of Sats

5
5
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

30
20
20
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
3

RAAN
108
179
122
122
104
122
245
245
245
245
288
108
129
129
129
129
129
129
196
196
196
227
222
120
222
222
156
201
156
151
151
151
160
12

Figure 40: Optimized GEO Constellation

Figure 41: Optimized GEO Constellation Ground Track
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown that a genetic algorithm can determine an optimal
configuration for a satellite constellation to provide continuous global coverage. A
constellation configuration was found using the novel profit-based fitness function. The
fitness function was developed from determining the approximate revenue of a
constellation and a parametric cost model of the spacecraft.
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Future work in this area could include reducing the simulation run time. Currently, a
30-generation simulation with 35 chromosomes at the specified orbits and number of
satellites takes over 7 days to run on an 8-core machine. Parameters with the greatest
impact on constellation size are density of the coverage grid, number of spacecraft,
altitude, time duration of simulation, and the number of time increments analyzed.
Another interesting application of this approach would be to develop a more
advanced parametric spacecraft model that would be accurate out to higher orbital
altitudes while focusing the analysis on countries where revenue could be generated.
Until this study is performed, it is unclear if a LEO constellation would be the optimal
solution; the model may choose higher orbits. Additionally, one could enable new
parameters so that constellations are not always circular allowing the simulation to
experiment with highly elliptic orbits. These simulations would take more generations
and have even greater run times, so a faster or more focused model would be required.
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Optimized Ground Station Placement for a Mega Constellation
New mega constellations have been proposed to provide continuous global coverage
constellations, but require an unprecedent network of ground support. These
constellations range from 300-3000 small satellites. This chapter will attempt to address
the multiple-objective optimization problem of ground station support for a mega
communications constellation in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO). This optimization will utilize
a genetic algorithm using a variable length chromosome.
Most papers concerning ground stations focus on how to increase transmissions
speeds. Some focus on Bidirectional laser communications, others discuss greater on
orbit processing to allow for smaller downlinks, and others still focus on creating an
integrated high capacity trunking network (Fuchs, et al. 2017). This is due to most high
through put satellites being placed in Geo Stationary Orbits (GEO). With the resurgence
of small satellites in LEO it becomes prudent to address the minimal number of ground
stations and their placement with the ability to support these large constellations. Sunjay
Kumar tried to address part of this problem by utilizing a genetic algorithm to schedule
satellites interactions with ground stations, but unfortunately the system did not perform
better than human schedulers (Kumar and Bagchi 2007). Inigo Barrios addressed the
problem for optical downlinks by using a genetic algorithm to place ground stations in
optimal locations utilizing a weather model to accounting for clouds and the distance
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from an internet node (Barrios 2016). This application was successful and determined
that the optimal placement for these ground stations was in desert environments near
large cities.
This chapter will build off the previous successes by expanding the bounds of the
problem. Focusing not only on optical based terminals which require an unclouded sky,
but standard RF communications which can operate in various weather conditions.
Additionally, we will determine the optimal number of ground stations and locations
necessary to support the global persistent coverage found in the previous chapter.
Method
STK Link
A constellations connectivity is dependent on the spacecraft position in orbit relative
to the fixed ground station location on the globe. For GEO spacecraft this is simple
because they are continuously in view of a single ground station. For LEO constellations,
the ground stations in view can change rapidly, and thus a large network of ground
stations is required to keep LEO constellations active. System Tool Kit (STK)
(Analytical Graphics Inc. 2018) can generate simulations of massive constellations and
the ground stations to keep the spacecraft connected with ease; however, STK lacks the
flexibility to perform high level logic-based modifications of the ground station network.
The software developer kit available in STK allows users to interface with STK via C#,
MATLAB, Java, and Python. This section will cover the implementation of MATLAB
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(The MathWorks Inc. 2018) to generate the ground network and evaluate the
constellations connectivity.
The MATLAB function created for this study that creates the STK simulation accepts
3 inputs: the number of facilities, and a list of longitudes and latitudes. Initially, an
instance of STK is created, and a simulation is loaded. Early experimentation showed it
was orders of magnitude faster to load a simulation with thousands of spacecraft than it
was to generate a simulation from scratch. The constellation loaded is the same
constellation found in the previous chapter; however, the number of spacecraft has been
decreased to 190 to simplify the problem. This greatly reduces the simulation time, and
since the satellites are evenly spaced along the planes it gives a good reference of the
percentage of spacecraft that are covered at any one time. The parameters used to
generate the constellation can be found in Table 12. The graphical representation of the
simplified constellation can be seen in Figure 42, with the un-simplified constellation
found in Figure 43.
Table 12: Optimal LEO Constellation
Variable
Altitude (Km)
Inclination (deg)
Number of Planes
Number of Sats (Total)
RAAN (deg)

Optimal
1396
91
19
665 – (simplified to 190)
275
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Figure 42: Simplified Optimal LEO Constellation

Figure 43: Un-Simplified Optimal LEO Constellation
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Once the constellation has been loaded, the MATLAB function commands STK to
place a ground station at the specified latitude and longitude, looping through each
ground station until all are placed in the simulation. Each satellite and ground station will
be called by name in a nested loop, so MATLAB generates the names for all the assets.
It should be noted that the satellite names were defined in the loaded simulation, which
followed the naming convention Test_SatPlane#Satellite# — i.e. Test_Sat0301 is the first
satellite in plane 3. The ground stations follow the naming convention MyFacility# – i.e.
MyFacility1. Once the script has generated the names of all the ground stations and
satellites, the access intervals between each spacecraft and each ground station can be
requested – an example of the data returned can be seen in Figure 44. After all the access
intervals are returned from STK a parallel loop is initiated in MATLAB. This loop runs
through every satellite and ground station combo and determines if a satellite is
connected to a ground station during 10 instantaneous periods that were linearly spaced
over the 24-hour period of the simulation. The average connectivity of all the spacecraft
is finally calculated. A graphical representation of a satellite’s connectivity during the
24-hour period can be seen in Figure 45. In this figure the ground track of Test_Sat0101
can be seen. The satellite is just about to enter the coverage of MyFacility01. The blue
lines show the ground track of the satellite during the coverage periods of MyFacility01.
The coverage periods of MyFacility20 can also be seen in pink.
Finally, the revenue of the connected satellites can be calculated. The average
connectivity of each satellite over a 24 hour period is multiplied by the approximate five-
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year revenue of the constellation, then the cost of a ground station is multiplied by the
number of ground stations and is subtracted. Each ground station was estimated at
$1.5M. The actual cost of the ground stations is irrelevant as long as it is consistent
across simulations. We are simply looking to reward the simulation for good coverage
and degrade the fitness for greater number of ground stations.
Figure 46 and Figure 47 show that the satellite connectivity begins once the satellite
has broken the 90-degree half angle barrier. Essentially, once a satellite comes around
the globe into view – assuming no global topology – it begins connectivity. It is possible
to increase the real-world accuracy of the simulation by using the half angle defined by
the actual communications hardware being used. Additionally, it is possible to have STK
simulate the local topography

Access
1
2
3
4

MyFacility 20-To-Test_Sat0101
Start Time (UTCG)
Stop Time (UTCG)
Duration (sec)
Oct 5 2016 19:41:54.178 Oct 5 2016 20:02:20.125
1225.947
Oct 5 2016 21:34:56.347 Oct 5 2016 21:55:12.590
1216.243
Oct 6 2016 07:51:45.027 Oct 6 2016 08:12:51.140
1266.114
Oct 6 2016 09:45:25.883 Oct 6 2016 10:04:45.949
1161.066

Figure 44: Access Times Facility 20 to Satellite 0101
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Figure 45: Graphical Access Times from Ground Station 1 and 20 to Satellite 0101

Figure 46: Connectivity Established at 90 deg Half Angle (3D)
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Figure 47: Connectivity Established at 90 deg Half Angle (2D)
MATLAB Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm was selected to optimize this non-linear, discontinuous, multiobjective problem, due to its ability to find a global solution where many other methods
fail. Genetic algorithms are a metaheuristic process similar to natural selection. At a
high-level, the genetic algorithms select the top performers of a population then mutates
chromosomes, performs breeding, and finally computes new fitness scores. This
continues for several generations until a single set of optimized parameters is found. This
implementation of a genetic algorithm does not use cross-over, but instead mutates the
top 10% of each population.
The genetic algorithm creates an initial population by randomly selecting the number
of facilities and then randomly selecting where the facilities will be placed. This random
process creates a variable length chromosome which adds immense complexity to the
genetic algorithm by not only optimizing how many ground stations are needed, but also
optimizing where those ground stations should be placed. Cities as opposed to any
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location on the globe were selected as they have the power and network connectivity
required for ground stations. The initial population is then fed into STK where the
coverage of each chromosome is evaluated and returned to MATLAB where the fitness
score can be calculated.
The simplified list of cities was generated from the board game Pandemic (Z-Man
Games 2008), which provides an assorted set of major cities with great geographical
diversity. GPS coordinates (lat-lon sets) for these cities were found and tabulated for the
algorithm to reference.
The initial population is created and sorted based on its fitness score and the top 10%
of samples are selected as parents. A parent is then randomly selected for mutation, and
the number of cities is changed. If the number of cities is smaller than the current list in
the parent, random cities are deleted. If the number of cities is greater than the current
list, new cities are randomly selected and added to the list, assuming the selected city is
not already in the parents list. The final case is infrequently chosen but occurs if the
randomly selected number of cities is equal to the size of the current list. In this case a
few random cities are chosen to be replaced. This process is repeated until an entire
population is created. The calculate_coverage function is then called for each newly
mutated sample. This function requests the coverage time for all facilities and satellite
combinations from STK and returns them to MATLAB where a custom script was
created to manage the large volume of information in parallel. The fitness and coverage
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scores are then calculated and returned. This calculation is repeated until the maximum
number of generations is reached.
During initial testing it was found that the ground station optimization problem would
not converge without a forcing function. To help solution convergence, a linearly
decaying selection was implemented. Initially the algorithm has significant range in how
much it can mutate the selected chromosomes in terms of the number of cities, but toward
the final generations it is only allowed to change a few cities. Equation 1 and Equation 5
are used to determine the allowed range of mutation used in the creation of the next
generation’s chromosomes. Figure 7 has been added to show how the selectable
mutation range linearly converges from the initial maximum and minimum values
towards the previous generations optimal value. In this figure the previous optimal value
was made static at 14 to show how the allowable range collapses. The final range
collapses to 10% of the initial range, or 5% on either side of the latest optimal value.
Additional protections were added to cover edge cases ensuring the range never exceeded
the max or min allowed values. Figure 8 shows how the range collapses when using a
randomized center value within the range.

Equation 4: Max Value
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Equation 5: Min Value

Figure 48: Decaying Range

Figure 49: Decaying Range with Random Center
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Due to the amount of time to simulate a single city set, a verification method is
required to determine if this location permutation had been simulated before. Because
the city permutation could potentially be in a different order each time a hashing function
was selected. The hashing function was useful when using the reduced city set, since it is
easier to select the same run, but was found to be unnecessary when using the larger city
list. All facility Latitudes and Longitudes were independently sent to the hashing
function found in Equation 6, and stored in a database of previous runs. In hindsight it
would have been easier to assign an ID to each city and use this value in the hashing
equation instead of computing the hash for each lat-lon pair.
Equation 6: Hashing (abc 2009)

Results
Simplified City List with Decay
Simulations allowing for placement at any point on the globe would not converge in a
reasonable amount of time, so it was decided to reduce the scope of the problem. A list
of 48 major cities was generated using the board game Pandemic (Z-Man Games 2008).
The game board seen in Figure 50 shows a good distribution of major cities across the
entire globe. This list is missing valuable cities in higher latitudes and across central Asia
but provided a good starting point. Even using this simplified list of cities there are still
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2.7 * 1014 potential combinations – assuming 1 to 30 cities is chosen out of the list of 48
cities.
A simulation was run for 50 generations with a population of 15 chromosomes in
each generation. This simulation had a small population size for general genetic
algorithms, but it was hoped that the greater number of generations and more regular
down selection would help the problem converge faster. It is unclear if this small
population size helped the problem converge as other simulations, which used much
larger populations, also failed to converge without the forcing function found in Equation
1 and Equation 5. Figure 51, shows the max fitness score found in each generation. As
expected, the initial populations score is very low compared to the remainder of the
generations. Small increases are found in the first 2 generations, but a large spike is seen
in generation 3. Data examination shows that the simulation actively explores a variety
of locations and number of locations to randomly find an acceptable solution set. Lots of
variability is seen in the following generations, but the simulation starts to slowly
converge between generations 25 and 35. The optimum solution is found in generation
48 after several more generations with slight variability. Figure 52 shows the average
fitness with the maximum and minimum fitness of each generation. In later generations,
the tightening bands show there is much less variability in the simulation. This
tightening is due to the linearly decaying algorithm that was implemented to force less
variability and eventually convergence in later generations. In generation 16 the fitness
diversity is greatly diminished; inspection of the data shows that this generation only
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used high numbers of ground stations, specifically only between 10 and 30. All solutions
found in this generation were relatively fit. In later generations the average is near the
top of the diversity band as the average fitness score is very high, again showing the
diversity is greatly diminished as the decaying search range collapses.
Table 13 shows the convergence of the solution. Eventually selecting 12 ground
stations, achieving 68% coverage of the constellation. Additionally, this table shows how
the simulation initially selected 9 ground stations as the optimal solution, and quickly
ramped up 21 ground stations before minimizing the number of ground stations.

Figure 50: Pandemic Game Board (Z-Man Games 2008)
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Figure 51: Max Fitness (Simplified City List)

Figure 52: Fitness Diversity (Simplified City List)
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Table 13: Generational Max Fitness and Number of Ground Stations (Simplified City
List)

Generation
0
10
20
30
40
48
50

Max Fitness
$ 153,384,047.30
$ 180,283,725.94
$ 182,870,554.77
$ 180,421,449.66
$ 188,792,408.82
$ 192,447,498.31
$ 191,275,043.06

Coverage
at Max
Fitness

Number
of
Ground
Stations

0.54
0.68
0.66
0.68
0.67
0.68
0.68

9
20
15
21
14
12
13

Figure 53 shows the optimal twelve ground stations found in generation 48 – these
cities and their coordinates can be found in Table 14. A 53-degree sensor was placed on
each ground station to visually show the ground track each ground station can cover – the
53-degree sensor angle was found through trial and error comparing the satellite ground
path and the coverage area. This figure shows excellent placement of the ground stations
with minimal overlap of the coverage, illustrating the algorithm is correctly trying to
maximize constellation connectivity, while also minimizing the number of ground
stations. Facility 1 in Moscow, Russia turns out to be an extremely important station as it
is responsible for coverage of the North Pole, Europe, and much of Russia. Its
importance as a ground station is further exemplified by Figure 54 which shows that due
to the polar orbits a huge number of satellites can be found at the poles at any one time.
Additionally, in this solution most of the land masses have coverage with coverage only
missing over the South Pole and some of the oceans. Visual inspection shows a ground
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station in Hawaii and Natal, Brazil would help achieve more complete coverage of the
oceans. Hawaii was an option in the cities list, but not chosen in the final optimized
solution, potentially because the cost of the additional ground station, as expressed in the
fitness function, did not justify the coverage. However, it may have simply been left off
the list because it wasn’t randomly chosen in the last several generations.

Figure 53: Optimal Ground Station Placement (Simplified City List)
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Table 14: Optimal Ground Station Placement (Simplified City List)
Lat
55.7522
-26.17
-33.92
45.5
13.09
-33.4489
37.7749
19.4424
34.75
6.4433
-12.048
-6.1744

Lon
City
37.6155 Moscow
28.03 Johannesburg
151.1852 Sydney
-73.5833 Montreal
80.28 Chennai
-70.6693 Santiago
-122.419 San Francisco
-99.131 Mexico City
135.4601 Osaka
3.3915 Lagos
-77.0501 Lima
106.8294 Jakarta

Country
Russia
South Africa
Australia
Canada
India
Chile
USA
Mexico
Japan
Nigeria
Peru
Indonesia

Figure 54: Satellite Pole Coverage
Large City List with Decay
After positive results were found with the reduced city list a larger list of cities was
used to determine if constellation coverage could be improved. A database of nearly
13,000 cities and their coordinates was provided by SimpleMaps (SimpleMaps n.d.).
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This list was generated utilizing lists from the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency,
the US Census Bureau, the US Geological Survey, and NASA. A plot of the available
cities can be seen in Figure 55. This list greatly increases the potential combinations to
7.49 * 1090 – assuming 1 to 30 cities is selected out of 12,894.

Figure 55: Available Cities in SimpleMaps Basic Database (SimpleMaps n.d.)
Again, 50 generations of a 15 chromosome population were run. Figure 56 shows a
fairly linear climb in fitness score all the way to generation 29. At which point the fitness
score continues to climb, but irregularly and less quickly. Like before it is assumed that
more regular feedback using a lower number of chromosomes and a greater number of
generations had an impact on how quickly the solution converges; however, this is
unconfirmed as other simulations that used a large number of chromosomes and fewer
generations converge no slower. The fitness diversity given in Figure 57 shows good
genetic diversity which rapidly collapsed due to the linear decay function that was
implemented. Again, in the final generations the average stays near the top of the band.
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Table 15 supports these results and shows the fitness score increasing all the way to
generation 50. This table shows that within the first 20 generation the simulation initially
explored optimizing coverage with a greater number of ground stations, but then started
to minimize the number exploring between 18-21 ground stations in the final generations
before landing on 21.

Figure 56: Max Fitness (Large City List)

Figure 57: Fitness Diversity (Large City List)
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Table 15: Generational Max Fitness and Number of Ground Stations (Large City List)

Generation
0
1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
46
47
48
49
50

Max Fitness
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

166,165,773
173,085,222
191,375,630
212,003,469
213,752,868
219,451,372
234,027,113
238,501,064
236,975,015
236,293,877
245,301,358
243,801,358
245,301,358
246,663,634
245,792,675
247,076,805

Number
Coverage
of
at Max
Ground
Fitness
Stations
0.61
15
0.68
26
0.75
28
0.79
22
0.80
24
0.80
19
0.84
19
0.85
17
0.85
19
0.86
20
0.88
20
0.88
21
0.88
20
0.88
18
0.89
20
0.90
21

Figure 58 shows the optimal ground station placement for the 21 ground stations
determined in generation 50. These location names and their coordinates can be found in
Table 16. This chart illustrates the 90% constellation coverage, but also shows
significant overlap. The bottom left corner specifically shows 2 ground stations nearly on
top of each other providing identical coverage, and a third ground station with significant
overlap nearby. Station 6 in Beringovskiy, Russia provides large coverage for the North
Pole as Moscow did in the previous simulations.
A shortcoming found in the simplified cities solution list was lack of coverage in the
ocean west of South America. The larger city solution list has Papeete, French Polynesia
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as a location which rectifies this concern. This location would have been a major benefit
in the simplified cities list solution.
Many of the names in the list were not instantly recognizable so these locations were
further investigated for ground station viability. Figure 59 is a Google Maps (Alphabet
2014) street view of Grytviken in South Georgia. It turns out this city is only inhabited
during the summer months, which would not immediately exclude it from a ground
station location; however, the city appears to lack the basic infrastructure such as power
and would likely require costly power generation and a data connection. SimpleMaps
(SimpleMaps n.d.) has a paid list with a city ranking based on cities importance. The
ranking criteria are proprietary; however, it is likely based on a city’s available
infrastructure and population. A future study could include the importance ranking in
the fitness function. A way of doing this would be to assume a less important city would
increase the cost of developing a ground station as these cities would have less
immediately available infrastructure and support.
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Figure 58: Optimal Ground Station Placement (Large City List)
Table 16: Optimal Ground Station Placement (Large City List)
Lat
-54.2806
-37.7783
-3.1195
-17.8096
-17.5334
63.0655
43.8582
42.45
-53.7914
33.8704
37.586
36.8004
44.4304
40.6746
-26.6
2.9217
-12.7871
-11.1496
-37.2015
13.55
-45.4074

Lon

City

Country
South Georgia And South
Sandwich Islands
-36.508 Grytviken
175.2896 Hamilton
New Zealand
-40.84 Granja
Brazil
25.15 Kasane
Botswana
-149.567 Papeete
French Polynesia
179.3067 Beringovskiy Russia
19.8441 Uzice
Serbia
-89.0631 Rockton
United States
-67.699 Rio Grande Argentina
130.82 Kitakyushu Japan
-122.367 Burlingame United States
34.6128 Mersin
Turkey
125.1701 Nongan
China
-73.6721 Malverne
United States
118.4833 Meekatharra Australia
73.5811 Muli
Maldives
45.275 Dzaoudzi
Mayotte
-76.01 Junin
Peru
174.9033 Pukekohe
New Zealand
33.6 Sennar
Sudan
167.7585 Te Anau
New Zealand
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Figure 59: Street View Grytviken South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands (Alphabet
2014)
Conclusions
Even though the scope of the problem is complex due to the number of permutations
in the ground station optimization problem, a genetic algorithm can be used to
successfully find a solution as shown in this chapter. Two possible solutions were shown
in the results. First, using the reduced cities list, the algorithm was able to find 68%
coverage and minimal overlap. Visual inspection of the optimized locations immediately
showed locations that could increase coverage over the oceans. This result led to the
insight that the algorithm could find an even better solution given more time and more
options. By expanding to the large city list the algorithm was able to find coverage
where previously there was none, but the list was so large that only an infinitesimal piece
of the total design space was explored. Using the simplified city list 68% of the
constellation was covered using 13 ground stations. In the large simulation 90%
coverage was found using 21 ground stations, but significant overlap was seen.
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As it stands the large city list simulation is exploring 750 solutions out of 7.4 * 10 90.
Increasing the speed of the simulation would allow much more of the design space to be
explored; however, there are other ways to optimize the solutions.
One way would be to utilize the city rankings based on qualities such as importance.
One could start by only using tier 1 and 2 cities which would greatly reduce the number
of cities, but still provide a bigger list than those used in this chapters’s simplified list.
Reviewing the plot of available cities seen in Figure 55 also illuminates a potential to
prune the cities list based on density. The plot shows that the densest cities are in the US
and Europe. All these cities are not required for constellation coverage, so an algorithm
could be developed to simplify the list based on relative distance. Additionally, an
intelligent deletion method could be used to prune ground stations that are densely
packed.
Another thought would be to implement cross-over. It is possible that allowing
individual chromosomes to develop over several generations could find mini-optimal
solutions; for example, one could implement the algorithm to provide optimal coverage
of the southern hemisphere, and then breed those solutions back into the larger group.
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Deep Replacement
As Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite communication constellations grow in size, it will
become imperative to replace on assets in a timely manner. Unlike Geosynchronous
Orbits (GEO) where a single satellite is responsible for large areas of coverage, each
LEO satellite is responsible for a period of coverage. As satellites are lost due to single
events or passive degradation these spacecraft must be replaced or there will be periods
of non-coverage on earth. Optimal replacements for LEO replacement strategy may be
addressed with a novel approach using deep reinforcement learning. Due to the size of
the proposed constellations, the complexity and time duration to build spacecraft, and the
number of variables that make up the decision space AI can provide unique insight and
suggested actions.
Recent advancements in deep reinforcement learning can be in large part attributed to
two companies, Open AI and Google’s DeepMind. OpenAI a nonprofit company based
out of San Francisco California, whose mission is to develop safe and beneficial Artificial
General Intelligence (AGI). They are responsible for developing the Gym framework
(Greg, et al. 2016) as well as the agent Proximal Policy Optimization (John, et al. 2017);
both of which were used in this chapter. In addition to their extensive list of academic
contributions, some of their most well-known work is the application of these algorithms
in their Dota 2 AI – OpenAI Five. OpenAI Five competed against the world champion –
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OG – in 2018 (OpenAI 2019), and separately worked collaboratively with human players.
Additionally, their implementation of Proximal Policy Optimization in the hide-and-seek
environment showed how their agent was able to use tools to hide from the AI opponents
(OpenAI 2019).
The second major contributor is Google’s DeepMind which is also trying to advance
Artificial General Intelligence. DeepMind initially developed an AI to successfully play
numerous Atari games using Deep Reinforcement Learning (Volodymyr, et al. 2013). A
modified Q-Learning agent was given a picture of the screen which was fed through a
convolutional neural network and learned an optimal policy which outperformed previous
attempts on six games, and surpassed humans on three. This company also developed
AlphaGo, a deep learning AI which learned to play the game of GO1 and achieved a 9
dan professional ranking – the highest certification and previously thought unachievable
by AI. The AlphaGo agent was able to win against Mr. Lee Sedol, considered one of the
greatest GO players in the last decade. The AlphaGO agent has also invented new
strategies including “move 37” in game two which at the time was thought to be a
mistake, but now is thought of as a novel strategy upending centuries of traditional
wisdom (Hassabis n.d.). DeepMind in collaboration with Blizzard released the StarCraft
II Learning Environment – more commonly known as SC2LE (Oriol, et al. 2017) (Hado,
et al. 2017). The Deep Mind team continued to develop AlphaStar, an AI capable of
playing the game of StarCraft II, and earned the rank of Grandmaster which is the highest

1

GO is a Chinese strategy board game known for its complexity and vast number of legal board positions
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rank possible. This AI achievement is considered one of the greatest in machine learning
since the game is extremely complex. In StarCraft players expend resources to develop
economic and military units and structures each with their own strengths and weaknesses
to beat an opponent in a large-scale militaristic simulation. These actions are not unlike
building, launching, and deploying satellites to supply a large LEO constellation.
Thus, this cahpter will build off these successes to explore the possibility of utilizing
machine learning to develop a constellation replacement system. This AI will monitor the
health of the constellation and develop an optimal policy to build, deploy, and maintain a
constellation as satellites decay.
Definitions
1. Policy: The set of rules that the AI uses to determine what action to take given
a current state
2. State: The current simulation status. These variables may be directly given to
the agent or could be inferred
3. Episode: A single episode would be a single simulation from the initialization
state to some end state criteria
4. Reward: This is the reward our penalty given to the agent for performing an
action in a specified state. This can be positive, negative, or zero.
Method
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Agent
In academia and private research, various algorithms have been developed to solve
reinforcement learning problems. The general premise is that a neural network is shown
various states and taught to choose the optimal action through interactions with the
environment – with the end goal being to maximize the reward over the entire simulation.
Early in the learning process the agent takes random actions to explore how actions
impact the states and the reward. As the neural network experiences more states and
action reward combos it begins to predict what actions will lead to better rewards. As the
Agent learns, greedy actions are taken over random actions to improve the policy over
time. In a simple Deep Q Learning model (DQN) the neural network is taught the
immediate reward plus some discounted future reward that can be expected given the
current state. If the greedy policy is chosen, the highest expected current reward plus the
discounted future reward is selected.
For this study, the agent chosen to learn this constellation model is the Proximal
Policy Optimization 2 (PPO2) developed by OpenAI (John, et al. 2017). This algorithm
was the second version; it was able to speed up learning by enabling the use of parallel
processing on the GPU. In general, it functions the same as the original PPO algorithm
which will be discussed here. This agent was chosen by evaluating the benchmarks
performed by Araffin (Araffin 2019), the average results of the top algorithms in
reinforcement learning can be seen in Table 17. These results show that PPO2 was able to
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achieve the highest average reward in the fewest number of episodes. However, these
results also show that PPO2 took the greatest number of time steps.
In Reinforcement Learning we seek to train an agent which maximizes the total
cumulative reward of an agent over a series of actions. The rules an agent follows, or
behavior it exhibits, can be represented by a learned parameterized policy πθ. The policy
used in many deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms is the output of the neural
network, which can be updated by modifying the parameters i.e. the weights and biases.
The policy produces a return that is a list of the expected rewards for each action.
Rewards can be expressed by
Equation 7 where the reward is dependent on the current state, the action taken, and
the next state. However, the agent policy is to generate not only the maximum reward of
the current step, but of the entire simulation. For this reason, it is better to express the
reward as the Infinite-Horizon Discounted Return as shown in Equation 8. In this
equation all rewards provided in the simulation are summed and future rewards are
discounted by a factor γ based on how far in the future they exist.
Row Labels
A2C
DQN
PPO2
TRPO

Average of
mean_reward
919
613
1560
1032

Average of ntimesteps
149677
149563
149839
149807

Average of
n_episodes
409
387
338
420

Table 17: Comparison of Reinforcement Learning Algorithm (Araffin 2019)
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Equation 7: Reward Function
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑅(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+1 )
Equation 8: Infinite-Horizon Discounted Return
∞

𝑅(𝜏) = ∑ 𝛾 𝑡 𝑟𝑡
𝑡=0

PPO is a form of policy gradient algorithm which maximize the expected return by
optimizing the policy via gradient ascent. The gradient ascent policy update methodology
is shown in Equation 9, where J(πθ) is the expected return for a given policy. A
numerically computed policy gradient is used and is described in reference (OpenAI
2018). Before we can talk about how PPO optimizes the gradient, we first need to define
the advantage function. The advantage function determines how much better it is to take
a specified action, by comparing the current policy π action to a randomly selected action.
Equation 10 shows how the advantage function evaluates the value of the current state
action pair with the current on policy action value function. The action value function Q
is the anticipated reward if you start in state s and take a random action a and act
according to the policy π after. This is subtracted by the on-policy value function V,
which is the expected return if you start in state s and act according to policy π.
Equation 9: Gradient Ascent Policy Update
𝜃𝑘+1 = 𝜃𝑘 + 𝛼∇𝜃 𝐿(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝜃𝑘 , 𝜃)|𝜃𝑘
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Equation 10: Advantage Function
𝐴𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) − 𝑉 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 )

Taking this further, we can determine the objective function – the function we are
trying to optimize – by including a clipping equation which defines a bound of how far
we can take our policy update in each iteration. In Equation 11, ε is a small
hyperparameter which defines how far away the new policy can diverge from the old
policy. When a positive advantage is calculated in Equation 12, Equation 11 can be more
simply shown as Equation 13. In this case, the objective increases as 𝜋𝜃 (a|s) increases
but is limited by (1 + ε) 𝜋𝜃 (a|s). When the Advantage is negative the inverse is true. All
of these steps are utilized in the pseudo-code shown in Figure 60.

Equation 11: PPO Clipping Update
𝐿(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝜃𝑘 , 𝜃) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(

𝜋𝜃 (𝑎|𝑠) 𝜋𝜃
𝐴 𝑘 (𝑠, 𝑎), 𝑔(𝜖, 𝐴𝜋𝜃𝑘 (𝑠, 𝑎))
𝜋𝜃𝑘 (𝑎|𝑠)

Equation 12: Clipping Equation
𝑔(𝜖, 𝐴) = {

(1 + 𝜖)𝐴
(1 − 𝜖)𝐴

𝐴≥0
𝐴<0

Equation 13: Positive Advantage
𝐿(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝜃𝑘 , 𝜃) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(

𝜋𝜃 (𝑎|𝑠)
, (1 + 𝜖))𝐴𝜋𝜃𝑘 (𝑠, 𝑎)
𝜋𝜃𝑘 (𝑎|𝑠)
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Algorithm 1 PPO-Clip
1.
2.

Input: initial policy parameters 𝜃0 , initial value function parameters 𝜙0
For k = 0, 1, 2, … do
a. Collect set of trajectories 𝐷𝑘 = {𝜏𝑖 } by running policy 𝜋𝑘 = 𝜋(𝜃𝑘 )
in the environment
b. Compute rewards-to-go 𝑅̂𝑡
c. Compute advantage estimates, 𝐴̂𝑡 (using any method of advantage
estimation) based on the current value function 𝑉𝜙𝑘
d. Update the policy by maximizing the PPO-Clip objective:
𝜙𝑘+1 =
1
𝜋 (𝑎|𝑠) 𝜋𝜃
𝑎𝑟𝑔 min |𝐷 |𝑇 ∑𝜏𝜖𝐷𝑘 ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑜 𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝜃
𝐴 𝑘 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ), 𝑔(𝜖, 𝐴𝜋𝜃𝑘 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ))
𝜃

e.

𝜋𝜃 (𝑎|𝑠)

𝑘

𝑘

, typically via some gradient ascent with Adam
Fit Value function by regression on mean-squared error:
1
𝜙𝑘+1 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min |𝐷 |𝑇 ∑𝜏𝜖𝐷𝑘 ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑜(𝑉𝜙 (𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝑅̂𝑡 )2 , typically via some
𝜙

𝑘

gradient descent algorithm
3.

end for

Figure 60: PPO Pseudocode (OpenAI 2018)
Satellite Replacement Methodology (Environment)
Initialization
The environment was built using the OpenAI Gym class (Greg, et al. 2016). This
environment was selected to allow seamless testing across numerous agent types. Major
sections of this class include initialization of the model, the reset function, the step
function, and the render function. When the class is initialized several discrete actions are
defined: no action, build piece parts, build components, build subsystems, build
spacecraft, and launch spacecraft. Originally, the AI has no additional information about
what these actions do, only that it has 6 possible actions to take. Additionally, the state is
defined with the maximum and minimum of each parameter, allowing the model to
normalize each variable such that no single variable is higher weighted than any other
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due to its magnitude. In this model the state is fully represented by a 40-element array
characterized by state variables over a minimum and maximum range as shown in Table
18. The model was built in such a way that the number of builders and the maximum
number of spacecraft is easily scalable.
Table 18: State Variables and Ranges
Minimum

Maximum

Value

Value

State Variable

Bank

0

5000

Number of Piece Parts in Storage

0

200

Number of Components in Storage

0

200

Number of Subsystems in Storage

0

200

Number of Launchable Spacecraft in Storage

0

200

Builders’ Current Action (5x Builders)

0,0,0,0,0

5,5,5,5,5

Builder Time Left (5x Builders)

0,0,0,0,0

6,6,6,6,6

Satellite Health (40x Satellites)

0,0,…,0 100,100,…,100
Reset

Once the model is initialized it can be reset any number of times to start the
simulation over. Environments can be reset randomly to provide more unique. This
method was originally implemented; however, poor performance was experienced in the
initial states, with better performance later in the simulation. We surmised that this is
likely due to the model rarely encountering a true zero state during training. To solve this
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problem the model is reset to a zero state when the simulation is reset. Taking this action
helped it learn both early and late strategies. The reset function puts all state variables
back to zero except for Bank where it is given $90M, expressed by 90 in the model. In
addition to the state, a few other variables are initialized to hold history and the cost and
time required for each action.
Step
Once the environment has been initialized and reset, the next state function step can
be called by passing an action as an argument. This function returns the next state, the
reward, and a Boolean done which indicated if the simulation has met the closing criteria.
This model ends if the bank account reaches zero and there are no assets on orbit which
can generate revenue, or the internal timer reaches 1500 simulated months. In general, the
model steps through the instructions seen in the model flow shown in Figure 61: Model
Flow. The model first looks for any satellites on orbit and degrades their performance and
health linearly from 100% to 0% over 120 steps (months) or 5 years. A 5-year simulation
time was selected as this is the median expected life for spacecraft under 500 kg (Union
of Concerned Scientists 2019). An initial model for the degradation of a satellite was
assumed based on how the electronic amplifiers of the Messenger Deep Space Mission
degraded until failure (wallis and Cheng 2001). The bank account is then updated with
the revenue generated by any assets on orbit in the previous month. The cost of assets in
storage is then calculated and the bank account is decreased by this amount. Next, any
active workers are found, and the time left for each worker is decremented by 1. If an
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active worker is found with t_left = 0 the simulation is given credit for that action and the
workers current action is set to 0 or no action. Now the model tries to implement the most
recent action sent by determining if there is enough money in the bank to perform the
action, if there is a free worker, and finally if the precursor part is available in storage.
Figure 62 shows an overview of each potential action and the cost in terms of dollars,
human capital, time, and precursor parts. Keep in mind, in this simplified model the
computer was not given the bank as a variable to track, and thus the monetary cost has no
bearing here. It should be noted that a negative reward is given if the simulation cannot
complete the specified action, i.e. if there is not enough money to perform the action. The
negative reward punishes the agent for trying to take a bad action instead of sending the
no operation command.
The reward now needs to be calculated for the state the agent received and any action
it took. This calculation will be discussed in two parts. First the simplified model will be
reviewed which was initially researched to determine if the agent could learn an optimal
policy with fewer requirements with a clear reward structure. A more advanced reward
model will follow.
In the simplified model, the bank was completely removed as a parameter as this was
a particularly hard state for the agent to understand. A small reward of 0.1 was given to
the agent for any action successfully completed, except when the agent launched a
satellite where a substantial reward of 1.0 was given. Through experimentation it was
found that the model would successfully learn to take actions even when it was only
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given positive reward for launching a satellite Taking these actions was significant
because launching a satellite required 5 actions be taken in a specific order. It was also
found that a model could learn that it only received a reward for launching a spacecraft if
it didn’t already have some number already on orbit. As noted above the agent was
punished if an invalid action was taken with a reward of -0.1; however, if no action was
taken a reward of 0.0 was given so as not to punish the agent, but also not to reward it for
doing nothing. In this simulation spacecraft were always assumed to have 100% health
and 100% revenue generation. Each month a single spacecraft (S/C) could be randomly
destroyed with a 20% chance, to see how the model would handle losses of on-orbit
assets. The simplified model where a reward is given for launching a spacecraft up to a
specific number of spacecrafts will be discussed further in the results. A summary of the
time required to complete an action, and the reward for successfully initiating an action
can be seen below in Table 19.
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Table 19: Simplified Environment Reward and Time Cost Summary
Simplified Environment Reward and Time Cost Summary
Time Cost

Reward

Reward

(Simulation

for Bad

Initial

Steps)

Action

Testing

Reward
Action

Final Sim

No Action

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Build Piece Parts

6

-0.1

0.1

0.0

Build Components

3

-0.1

0.1

0.0

Build Subsystems

2

-0.1

0.1

0.0

Build S/C

3

-0.1

0.1

0.0

Launch S/C

1

-0.1

1.0

1.0

The major difference between the simplified model and the advanced model is the
addition of cost as a requirement of an action, how S/C are lost, and how the reward is
calculated. In this model each action, has an associated cost in terms of dollars in addition
to the amount of time it takes to perform the action. Before taking an action, the
simulation determines not only if a worker is available and the precursor component, but
also if there is enough money in the bank to take the action. Additionally, there is a
monthly cost associated with having parts in storage which increases as the assembly
theoretically increases in size and complexity as seen in Table 20. The model generates
revenue from satellites on orbit, but these satellites also decay while in orbit. The health
of each S/C and its performance in terms of revenue generated is linearly decayed until it
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reaches 0 and the spacecraft is assumed destroyed –this happens over 120 steps or a
simulated 5 years. An overview of the spacecraft traits and performance can be seen in
Figure 63.
The reward function in this model is much more complicated. The reward is
calculated utilizing an evaluation of the current state taking into how the agent has
improved or degraded its advantage since the previous step. To calculate the score, each
state variable is represented in terms of dollars earned. The reward is the summation of
the current Bank account, the number of spacecraft on orbit and the total number of
dollars it took to generate the asset, both in material and human capital. Additionally, a
similar calculation is performed to determine the cost associated to build up any available
parts in storage.
This method of generating reward is particularly difficult to learn as the bank account
becomes a significant factor. When the simulation spends money to take an action it loses
reward, and thus each time an action is taken the computer is punished. To offset the
punitive actions, the simulation is given points for having components in storage. It still
loses money as it must pay for storage, but it doesn’t lose the cost of work previously
performed. It should be noted that when a satellite decays to the point where it is
destroyed the simulation loses all the points generated for having that asset. The revenue
generated, which is greater than the cost of the spacecraft, is retained but the asset is no
longer evaluated.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Update the health of all Spacecraft on Orbit
Update Bank with revenue generated in the previous month
Update Bank with the cost of the previous months storage
Update Worker Status, and take credit for any actions completed
Perform requirements check to initiate new action
a. Check for money
b. Check for a free worker
c. Check for the precursor part
Generate Reward
Check if simulation Complete

Figure 61: Model Flow

Figure 62: Actions
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Table 20: Storage Cost
Storage Cost
Piece Parts

$50k

Components

$40k

Subsystems

$30k

Launchable S/C

$20k

Figure 63: Spacecraft Traits
Render
The final function available in the environment class is the render function. Calling
this function provides a human readable examination of the current state. Figure 64
shows the text output of the state that was utilized early on. In this figure the simulation is
in State 51, Action 5 (Launch Spacecraft) was attempted, and a reward of 2.31 was
provided at the end of the state. Additionally, the simulation has the equivalent of 4.46
satellites generating revenue, and that there are 7 satellites currently on orbit with various
health’s between 45% and 91.6%. The current bank account in Millions of dollars is seen
as 15.56, and the number of items in storage can be seen of which there is only 1
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subsystem currently in storage. Finally, the action that each of the 5 builders is working
on can be seen, and the amount of time left for each action.
The text display of a single state was extremely valuable early on and when strung
together with other states could show a complete picture; however, a graphical method of
examining the trends over time was needed to determine what policy the AI had learned.
Figure 65 shows the graphical rendering of states 0 through 36. These types of results
will be discussed and shown in the result section. Briefly here, this display shows the
number of satellites, the bank account, current storage, what is in work, the action
attempted, and the total sum of all rewards. Additionally, this figure was animated so
human users could better see the actions taken and how the simulation was impacted over
time.

Figure 64: Text Rendering of State
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Figure 65: Graphical Rendering of State
Results
Simplified Model
Training
Figure 66 shows a plot of reward for each episode during training. This figure shows
the simplified model trains very quickly, and after 200k simulations has mostly
converged to a solution. Small increases are seen over the next 1.2M simulations, at
which point an average reward of 9 has been reached. These results are smoothed with a
parameter of 0.928, via an exponential moving average, to better show the performance
of the model. Reinforcement learning relies heavily on taking exploratory actions to
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learn, and thus lots of variability in performance is seen in Figure 67. Table 21 shows
some of the default training parameters that were used, as well as the smoothing value
used to generate these figures. The clip range shown here is used in Equation 12, and the
learning rate is used to update the policy and value learning inside of tensor flow, but is
not specifically called out within the agent section.

Figure 66: Simple Model Episode Reward
Table 21: Simplified Model Training Parameters
Parameter
Smoothing
Clip Range
Learning Rate
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Value
0.928
0.2
2.5e-4

Performance
Figure 67 shows the graphical output from the render function for a full simulation of
180-time steps (180 months). For the first ~20 generations there are no spacecraft in
orbit, but once the simulation starts launching the spacecraft it continues until it hits the
max amount of spacecraft on orbit for which it receives a reward of 5. Just before
generation 75 a single spacecraft is randomly lost and quickly replaced from a spacecraft
in storage. Various other losses are seen in the following generations and each time the
asset is quickly replaced. We also see that at this specific time step (180) there are two
launchable spacecraft standing by and one set of components in storage. All 5 workers
are currently idle, and no action was taken at this time step. In this simulation the total
reward was 8.7. The policy learned is the combined learning of 2 million simulations that
lead to Figure 67.
Plotting what is in work over time, as seen in Figure 68 also yields some interesting
results. First it can be seen that the agent has determined that in the first 5 time steps it
should immediately start building piece parts with all workers. It is not surprising that the
computer dedicates initial actions to building piece parts as this is the first action
necessary to build satellites, and additionally this action takes 6 time steps to complete.
Over the next several time steps it takes the necessary actions to build and launch the
entire constellation. By step 50 the simulation has reached a temporary steady state with
one launchable satellite and one subsystem in storage. Interestingly the optimal policy
does not hold piece parts in storage as expected. This policy was anticipated as this action
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has the longest lead time and least storage cost. Considering the remaining lead times
until launch it is understandable to hold a more built up satellite in storage. Though this
cost more, we recall that cost was not taken into consideration in the simplified model as
previously discussed.
When a satellite is randomly lost around month 75 there is a flurry of activity as
expected, but interestingly the first action taken is not to launch a new satellite. The first
action taken is to build up an additional launchable satellite as seen in Figure 69. The AI
is prioritizing always having a launchable satellite even before it replaces the one on
orbit. The second and third action is to build two additional piece parts, and the fourth
action is to launch a new satellite and generate a reward. Over the next several steps we
see the simulation finishing out the build to hold the subsystems. Around this time,
another satellite is lost, and again two launchable satellites are created before replacing
the asset on orbit. After this point in the timeline, the simulation takes the necessary
actions to always hold two launchable satellites in storage. This behavior isn’t completely
un-justified as rapid loses would create a scenario where it is best to have multiple
satellites in holding. What is odd is that the simulation doesn’t take the action to generate
a reward before any other action, i.e. launch a spacecraft. As discussed earlier, in the
agent section, the algorithm applies a discounting factor to future rewards, so it is
expected that the simulation would act to receive its reward before preparing for future
potential losses.
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Interestingly, after the initial push to develop the full constellation the agent never
again uses all 5 workers. During the initial 40 steps the agent typically keeps 3-4 workers
busy with various periods of lower production. Eventually at step 50 the agent ceases
production until a satellite is lost. Once a satellite is lost, work ramps back up with one to
three workers being active until the recent variability in number of satellites is resolved.
At approximately step 125 an odd action to build a subsystem is seen but does not
correspond to any recent satellite activity. At step 140 we see another flurry of activity as
a satellite is lost, but only 1-2 workers are engaged to replace the lost satellite and
replenish the stock.

Figure 67: Simple Model - State after 180 Steps
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Figure 68: Simple Model - In Work Over 180 Months

Figure 69: Simple Model - Storage Over 180 Months
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Advanced Model
Training
The episode rewards for 50M simulations and the full 100M simulations can be seen
in Figure 70 and Figure 71, respectively. A smoothing factor of 0.919 has been applied to
the data and can be seen in dark orange. The full unsmoothed data can be seen in lighter
orange and shows much greater variability. After 25M simulations the agent has
converged on an optimal solution, and very small gains are seen after this point. The
smoothed reward floats between 320 and 325, while the greatest reward seen is
approximately 348. Recall that the advanced model uses a completely different reward
function so the magnitude of the rewards cannot be compared. Interestingly in the first
3M simulations model performance is highly variable, but generally gets worse until 4M
simulations where the agent rapidly starts to improve. During all simulations the clip
range was set static to 0.2. Additionally, the learning rate was also static at 2.5e-4. The
full 100M simulations took 3 hours and 4 minutes to run.

Figure 70: Episode Reward 0 - 50M

Figure 71: Episode Reward 0 - 100M
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Performance
The 180th state achieved by the trained PPO2 agent on the advanced model can be
seen in Figure 72. Examination of this figure shows that around step 75 the maximum
number of satellites is seen at just over 10 which quickly drops down as satellites decay
to zero and are lost. These satellites are replaced and by step ~95 we see a repeating
pattern of Spacecraft count. Recall from the environment section that additional revenue
is not generated with more than 5 satellites. By examining the health of the spacecraft,
the agent has learned to keep the summation of all satellites’ health around 5, the optimal
value – even though the number of satellites required to keep the health at 5 equivalent
satellites is ~10. While health is not an observable state by the agent it was able to deduce
health of the constellation via the revenue. This occurs around generation 50 where a
continuous sawtooth pattern is seen as old satellites decay and new satellites are launched
to replace them.
The bank account shows that it quickly declines in the first 30 generations until there
are enough launched satellites to generate a profit. Over the next 10 generations the agent
chooses actions to continue launching satellites while keeping the bank account above
zero (one of the end simulation triggers). From generations 50 to 130, the bank account
slowly grows as the agent maintains the constellation and continues to generate revenue.
From 130 to 180, the bank account seems to have reached its max. In the final state the
agent has one launchable spacecraft ready, one subsystem ready, and one set of piece
parts in work. In this state no action was taken and the total reward of 115 is seen. Figure
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70 and Figure 71 previously showed a max reward of approximately 300. This is because
the advanced model was allowed to run to 1500 time steps before the end scenario. At
180 time steps the total reward of 115 is seen and is far enough to show the repeating
pattern.
Examining the status of the work in progress in Figure 73 shows striking similarities
with the simple model, but with much greater activity in later generations. Again, we see
a significant push to build piece parts and in later time steps building those piece parts
into full spacecraft. After time step ~40 the system achieves a repetitive state where it is
continuously acting to replace satellites as they degrade. Figure 74 shows that this policy
has implemented a just-in-time strategy. The model punishes the agent for anything in
storage and thus the agent has minimized storage, by utilizing parts as soon as they
become available.
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Figure 72: Advanced Model - State after 180 Steps
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Figure 73: Advanced Model – In Work Over 180 Months

Figure 74: Advanced Model - Storage Over 180 Months
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Conclusion
We have shown that a reinforcement learning algorithm is capable of learning an
optimal policy for two different spacecraft build/loss models. These models required 5
prerequisite actions to be taken in a specific order, all with various financial and work
force implications, to launch a satellite and generate a reward. The simplified model
showed that Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO2) was able to converge on an optimal
solution after ~200k simulations. The policy was able to build a complete constellation
of satellites taking the necessary precursive steps to build and launch. Additionally, the
policy continued to monitor the constellation over 180 months in which time it took
preemptive actions to be ready to replace satellites as they were randomly destroyed, and
finally replaced assets once they were destroyed.
The advanced model was much more difficult to learn and shows an initial drop in
performance, but eventually converging on an optimal policy at ~ 25M simulations. This
policy also learned to deploy a constellation of satellites, but also learned to evaluate the
health of all the satellites in order to earn the maximum reward. The state representation
of this model and the reward function were much more advanced and took into
consideration the financial standing of a company working to deploy a constellation.
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